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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
The problem in this thesis was to collect all words
and phrases in the speech of Santa Cruz County ranchers
that may be classified as localisms and to trace, as far
as possible, these words and expressions to their origins.
Standard words and expressions which have acquired a pecul
iar and localized meaning have been included.

Spanish

words which have been accepted in local English usage also
were included.
The actual collecting of localisms began long be
fore its value as a thesis subject was determined.

The

list grew, and with its growth cams the evidence that it
contained material suitable for systematic research.

This

fact, plus the realization that Santa Cruz County ranchers
retained in their speech many expressions that either have
never been recorded, or else have been published without

1
analytical approach,

seemed to justify the study.

High on the list of reasons for this research is the
fact that although all three of the chief dialects of

Ramon F. Adams, Western Words. A Dictionary of
the Range. Cow Camp, and Trail. (Norman? University of
UElahomaPr e ss , 1 % 4 )” This took contains many words and
expressions which had not been recorded before.
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America are represented in the local speech, it can not be
described as entirely Southern, New England, or General

2
American.

The pronunciation and words peculiar to each

of these dialects exist in Santa Cruz County and, while
this section is geographically in General American,
Southern pronunciation and vocabulary and New England
words and expressions are found in oral communication of
the fixed population.
As time passes, marked differences of speech habits
become less noticeable, but for the present they do exist
and this fact will have a distinct bearing on the future
speech habits of the community.

And as time passes, many

localisms will drop out of the speech, early settlers will
have died, and certain phases of the research will become
more difficult.

These reasons established in the mind of

the writer the importance of the study.
A localism, as used in this thesis, is a word or
expression used by ranchers of Santa Cruz County.

It may

be a word that is used only in this section, or it may be
a word or expression that has been brought in from some

2
These classifications of American dialects are
the ones given by such accepted authorities as George
Knapp in his English Language in America, and Henry
Mencken in his xhe^Iinerlcan Language.
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other part of the United States and has remained In the
local speech.

A localism may be a coined word.

it is a variation of a standard word.

Often

In some cases

it is a word that arrived in America with the English
colonists and is now retained only in the speech of the
western cattleman.

Above all else, a localism is a word

that is peculiar to the ranching industry; and if it has
been noted in conversation in Santa Cruz County, it has
been recorded in this thesis.
The major phase of the problem was the checking t)f
informal conversation to find out how extensively and fre
quently words already listed were used, and to add new
words or expressions as they were heard.

Characteristic

speech habits also were noted, but the emphasis was
placed on listing words that were used by ranchers and,
were generally unknown to persons not in the industry.
The spoken idiom is the best source for localisms,
but the ranchers * trade journals contributed words and
expressions which were known to be part of the everyday
language of the cattlemen in this country.

These are next

to oral language in importance. The trade journals
yielded many more localisms than did the county newspapers.
This fact is not strange if one remembers that the cattle
man's news letters and magazines are written by members
of the industry on problems and conditions that can best
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be expressed in the vocabulary of the range.
The trade magazines are important in a study of
3
this kind.
Of the nine major trade journals, two or
three are found in almost every rancher’s home.

Usually

he takes one general magazine and another which concerns
a particular branch of the Industry.
In reading these trade journals in the search for
localisms, one becomes aware of the fact that although
many of them have been in existence for a number of years,
their spelling and use of terms have not become standard
ized.

Tet these publications have played their part in

keeping the rancher’s language a specialized one, and
undoubtedly have made many of the terms a part of the
general vocabulary of a rancher whether he lives on the
Mexican border or in one of the northern cattle states.
One of the most difficult phases of the problem
was the tracing of words to their points of origin.
the most part the origins were obscure.

For

Sometimes con

jecture on the part of the writer may have placed a word
in a wrong category.

Some words were coined, and others

3 The nine major trade journals are: Western
Livestock Journal, The Cattle Producer, Arizona Cattle
Growers News Letter, The Arizona Stockman, hoofs andH T o m s ,
The Cattleman, American Hereford Journal? New Mexico
Stockman. and Western Horseman.
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seemed to be variations or Mendings of standard words.
A few were found in dialect dictionaries of the English
language of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
Available dictionaries, word lists, and other sources were
checked.

When these failed to give a word or phrase, or

gave a definition not in use locally, a definition was
made which seemed to conform with the local meaning.
A standard never has been set for most of the ex
pressions in current usage.

To decide upon the spelling

of localisms, both English and Spanish, was more of a
problem than deciding upon the local meaning of words.
Written expression is unimportant in the lives of ranching
people and meaning, through oral circulation, becomes more
uniform than spelling.

When an occasion arises that re

quires a written version, the writer manages to spell the
word in some fashion.
Perhaps the universal difficulty of applying spell
ing rules to the English language has some bearing on the
matter, but another very likely reason for this lack of
standardization in spelling is that no one group within
the industry as yet has set itself up as an authority.
Few of these words have reached the vocabulary of American
dictionaries.
The writers in the trade journals usually spell by
ear, and the results are not uniform.

The commonplace

6
expression for an unbroken horse Is spelled "bronk” or
4
"bronc" In the same issue of a magazine.
And one may
sometimes also find the Spanish form broneo.
Established writers of western,books do not always
use a uniform spelling either.

Therefore, the spelling

in this thesis followed what seemed to be the best written
source.

When there was no written source, sound deter

mined the spelling.
The glossary of the thesis gives for each word a
meaning, an origin if possible, examples of its use and,
in a few cases, any peculiarity of pronunciation that has
been noted.
After the master list of words was compiled, the
next task was the segregation of the Spanish words and ex
pressions, and-the determining of their type and importance
in the spoken language of the cattleman.

As these words

proved to be a distinguishing feature of the localisms,
a chapter was written on the importance of the use of
Spanish.
The survey of the origins of the early settlers
completed the groundwork.

In a thesis of this kind racial

origins, national origins, and regional origins seemed to

4
magazine).

Hoofs and Horns (Tucson, Arizona: official rodeo
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be an important, phase of the research, and.accordingly
pains were taken to record this material.
written data that gave these facts.

There were no

Courthouse records

of deeds and early elections did not have the necessary
information*

In order to find out the origins of the

early ranchers, old-timers still living in the community
were interviewed.

At least twenty-five persons living in

the community were interviewed and some of these filled in
a written questionnaire.

Frank King, Associate Editor of

The Western Livestock Journal, Los Angeles, and other
writers in stockmen's journals published accounts ©f this
thesis and urged their readers to send in any data they
could supply.

Many interesting letters were" received.

The writer feels that a fairly complete picture of the
origins was obtained, as well as much other useful Informa
tion.
An important factor in this study was a considera
tion of the physical background.

One must determine the

part geographical settings and sociological factors play
in the molding of language.
Geographically Santa Cruz County lies in the center
of the extreme southern part of the state of Arizona.
This county of 1,246 square miles forms part of the inter
national boundary line between the United States and

8
Mexico.'*

The surface varies widely in elevation, beginning

at 3,000 feet in the valley of the Santa Cruz River, which
traverses the county from north to south, and rising to

6
9,452 feet above sea level in the Santa Rita Mountains.
Along the rivers, of which there are three, is shallow
water and in some places living water.

The earliest

ranches were established along these streams.

These

ranches even today combine cattle raising.and farming.
Back from the rivers the land is best suited to cattle
raising alone.

Today practically all of the surface area

of Santa Cruz County is used as grazing land for livestock,
which in this bounty consists of cattle and a few horses.
The mild year-round climate makes ranching in this section .
principally a range-cattle industry.
Long before this section of the country was a part
of the United States, it was the highway of the Spanish
missionaries and conquistadors who came to this area over
three centuries ago.

They came chiefly to Christianize

the Indians and to exploit the mineral resources, but
they brought the first cattle into the county and first

5 u.S. Bureau of Census, Sixteenth Census of the
United States: 1940. Population Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1943), p. 2 .
6 Arizona Archival and Record Project. Inventory
of the County Archives of Arizona: No. 12, Santa Cruz
County (Mioenix, Arizona: 1941), p. 1 .
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established the ranching industry.

The mineral deposits

also attracted the first Americans into this region, but
the geographical setting produced favorable conditions of
soil and climate which made cattle raising a more reliable
occupation.

It has remained the most stable industry of

the county; and the ranching families, for the most part,
have become the county’s fixed population.
Ranching here as in other regions has existed as a
frontier pursuit.

The nature of the business required that

each ranch have around it unoccupied land.

Ranchers can

operate successfully independently of populated centers
or other industries.

Ranching does not need the solici

tation of public approval which is demanded in other
lines of business, therefore there is much less of the
competitive spirit among ranchers. These physical features
of the industry influence the character of the people and
their sociological background.
In the pioneering days, added to these physical
characteristics of the business itself were the inaccessi
bility of the ranches, the Isolated communities, and the
lack of travel because of a feeling of contentment and a
realization that the last frontier had been reached as
far as southwestern ranges were concerned.

The history of

the cattle-raising industry in general has been the con
stant westward movement of ranchers toward open lands and

10
fewer people. Edward Everett Dale says:
As population increased settlers advanced steadily
westward, pushing before them not only the Indians
but also these livestock raisers who wished to keep
near the border of settlement in order to pasture
their animals on the unoccupied and unclaimed lands
beyond. Thus, once agricultural occupation was well
started in its steadfast march across the continent,
there was always to be found along its western edge
a comparatively narrow band or border devoted largely
to grazing. For a century and more it was there, a
kind of twilight zone with the light of civilization .
behind it, and the darkness of savagery before.7
Arizona was one of the last states into which the
herds were driven in the quest for free grass and, since
Santa Gruz County came into the United States with the
Gadsden Purchase, it was a last-minute addition to the
fast-vanishing, unclaimed grazing land.
During these early days there was a stream of
traffic into and out of Santa Cruz County; but this was a
stream of people interested in mining and there was still
an El Dorado in Alaska, or Mexico, or South America to
beckon if the going became too difficult.

For the ranch

ers there was little of Interest beyond the valleys. Texas
and other cattle-raising states had enough ranchers and
cattle, and ranching in Mexico was hazardous.

If the

going was difficult, the rancher made his stand or left the

7
Edward Everett Dale, The Range Cattle Industry
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1930), pp. xliixiv of Introduction.
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business for another one.

Consequently the fixed popula

tion of the county was the ranchers.
The physical requirements of ranch life made ranch
ers clan-like, self-sustaining, and self-sufficient. For
many years ranchers came in contact mainly with other
ranchers, and seem to have felt no desire to seek the ac
quaintance of strangers or to see other parts of the coun
try.

This does not imply that ranchers were not sociable.

There was a great deal of visiting and many social events,
but these were in a relatively small area and within the
group of ranching families.

Ranching families knew one

another and stayed more or less in their own group.

The

social and economic life of the ranches existed apart
from the floating population that included miners, freight
ers, drifters, travelers— the changing population that
belonged to the villages and towns.

There was, however,

po feeling of having been pushed aside, but rather a feel
ing of contentment with the way of ranch life and the
surrounding people.
The resultant speech was a specialized one as far
as terms and words were concerned, with a variation in
pronunciation and intonation.

The variation in pronuncia

tion and intonation was much more marked before assimilation
set in.

The people who moved into this area between the

years of 1875 to 1915 were all more or less from the middle
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class of Americans with the same social background, but
their sectional or regional backgrounds were varied. It
appears that they all spoke the same kind of English gram
matically, but their pronunciation and intonation differed
somewhat.

Because many of them had a background of ranch

or farm life, their vocabulary was similar. This and the
clan-like existence were conducive to a tight, wholly
localized way of expression.
From 1875 to the present day, a span of seventy
years, is the period the writer has kept in mind while
considering localisms.
ily.

The year 1875 was chosen arbitrar

Many people came into this section before that time,

and the eighties may have been a better choice as a begin
ning date.

However, oral and written sources indicate

that the rancher influx started at about that time.

These

seventy years can be divided into three periods. First was
the infiltration of people with similar backgrounds from
various regions.

Next came the period of gathering together,

at first for mutual protection and later because of mutual
interests, that banding continuing to hold because of the
kinship that arose.

Then in the last ten years of the span

comes the breaking down of group feeling and of clan-like
existence.

At present there are many influences at work.

There is a new wave of infiltration by a different kind of
people.

Civilization has advanced to the border and with

13
it came schools.
intense.

Sectionalism and group feeling are less

The processes in the ranching industry itself

are changing.

With this breaking down of group feeling

and clan-like existence goes the disintegration of pecu
liarities of speech known as localisms.

CHAPTER II
THE IMPORTANCE OF SPANISH IN THE VOCABULARY
OF THE RANCHER
Perhaps the outstanding feature in the speech of
the ranoher of Santa Cruz County is the use of Spanish.
Words and phrases of Spanish origin fall from the tongues
of the ranch owner and cowboy alike.

For more than three

centuries, cattle raising and the Spanish speech have
thrived side by side in this area. From the time that
Father Kino brought the first cattle into this section in
1697 the Spaniard, and later the Mexican, has been an inte
gral part of the industry.

When the American arrived he

adopted the Mexican’s customs, tools, methods, and parts
of the language.

Thus the nomenclature of the industry’s

activities is Spanish.

While this is true of all the

Southwest, this part of Arizona was the last to become a
part of the United States and has been under Spanish or
Mexican influence longer and more intimately than other
sections of the country.
During the passing years the Mexican has changed
from the ranch owner and man of importance to the laborer
and assistant cowboy, until now he is a minor element in
ranch life.

Yet his language is so embedded in this way

of life that rarely is a sentence uttered on the range that
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does not have a Spanish word or phrase, either American
ized or said in the manner of the local vaquero.

In fact,

the use of Spanish here Is much greater than Is realized
generally.

To understand this Is to understand the

Mexican himself and his successor, the American cowman.
Among the contributing factors to this widespread
use of Spanish is the character of the two peoples. The
Mexican gave ground as the American stepped in.

A century

and a half under the rule of Spanish .sovereignty: made the
Mexican a docile creature.

A native-born Mexican rarely

had the personality or great desire to command.

His role

in life has been to follow, and never has he caused any
economic pressure. This perhaps explains why race antag
onism has not existed here to the extent it has in other
sections of the Southwest. There are "Mexican haters"
here, but usually they are persons who have drifted into
Santa Cruz County in the last twenty years and have brought
that antagonism from other communities.

The prevailing

attitude on the range seems to be one of easy fellowship
which has existed for many years.

Many of the very old

ranches such as the Empire, Babooomari, and San Rafael
have employed members of the same families for two or, in
some cases, three generations, and during this time the
owners and employees have shown mutual respect.

There never

has been a floating population of Mexicans here such as
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there la in the cotton belt or mining towns.

Only recently

have any laborers been brought in for work In the mines
and for the round-up season.

Most of the Spanish-speaking

people have been living in this section for two or three
generations.

It is true that they cling to their language

and customs; but they belong to the landscape, and many
are trusted friends and fellow workers.

The point is that

they are considered as individuals rather than as an ethnic
group, and are accepted as such.
Another factor which makes Spanish an important
part of the vocabulary is that for over fifty years the
children of ranchers have been attending schools in which
the predominant enrollment has been children of Mexican
extraction.

The 1940 census showed 2,433 school children

in Santa Cruz County and of these 1,644 were of foreign

1
parentage, mainly Mexican.

One can step on many rural

school grounds at recess or lunch time and the speech heard
will be Spanish.

This is natural, as the majority of the

pupils come from homes where Spanish is the mother tongue.
Therefore, locally the language of the marble game, base
ball, and top spinning is bilingual or wholly Spanish.
Another point which should be noted is that Spanish

1
Historical Records Survey Project, Inventory of
the County Archives of Arizona: No. 12, Santa Cruz County
(Phoenix, Arizona: l9El), p". 16.
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is used on ranches more extensively by men and boys than
by women and girls. Among the many ranch families asked
to check word lists, the men knew many more words than the
women.

From this fact and from listening to conversation,

one concludes that Spanish is the language of the men.
All of which only substantiates the fact that locally the
Spanish vocabulary is that of range work and boys' games.
Thus far only the background of this study has been
considered.

The aim of this study, of course, was to

gather words and phrases used in the everyday language of
the cattle people.

This more or less limited the study

to the oral speech, since written sources do not yield
much in the way of localisms, either English or Spanish.
It is prudent to indicate at this point that in
this thesis there is no attempt to distinguish between the
Spanish of Spain and Mexicanisms.

However, many of the

words in the local vocabulary are Mexicanisms, and are not
found in the average Spanish dictionary#

Other words noted

in local usage originated in other LatIn-American countries,
but probably have come into Santa Cruz County by way of
Mexico.
As the study progressed, the following items pre
sented themselves, and the body of this chapter will be
concerned with them.
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First, who speaks Spanish?
only now and then?

Is it used often or

How many of the ranchers— -owners and

employees— are actually bilingual?

How many use a good

Spanish pronunciation, and how many Americanize their
words?

How many of these terms are known generally, but

not used; are these words used often or only occasionally
by people who are not Mexican?

Are there many expressions

or words not used now which were used at an earlier time?
Is the use of Spanish words increasing or decreasing?

Are

there expressions or words used here which are not recorded
in either Spanish or English books?
After the foregoing questions were determined as
far as possible through inquiry and by noting informal con
versation, the material was assembled with the following
points in mind:
1. The nature of Spanish words
a. Technical words and terms
b. The division of these words into groups such as
names for landscape, animals, and terms for
different actions
2. Kind of Spanish used locally by Mexicans and by Americans
3- What peculiarity does the Spanish speech have?
4. What are the chief linguistic results of this associa
tion?

19

5 . What are the bilingual aspects that have resulted?
6 . Has the grammatical structure been affected, and how
much?
7. Are the borrowings useful and needed?

8 . The future trend of the coexistence of the two lan
guages
Before a detailed study of these points is made,
the written sources used should be mentioned.

Two books

on the subject of the use of Spanish in the English lan
guage and two on spoken Spanish have been very helpful in
the preparation of this chapter.

Harold Bentley’s A

Dictionary of Spanish Terms in English and V.S. Alvarez’s
Mejioo Peregrine have been used for checking words and
for general ideas on the approach to a study of this kind.
Anita C. Post’s Southern Arizona Spanish Phonology has
been invaluable for its explanation of .how the Mexicans
speak Spanish in southern Arizona.

This book did much to

explain the reasons for the kind of Spanish used by Amer
icans in this section.

The vocabulary of Dicoionario

General de Atnericanismos by Francisco J. Santamarfa is
based on Spanish spoken in this hemisphere.

Many of the

Spanish words included in the glossary of this thesis can
be found in this dictionary.
First, then, who speaks Spanish and how much and
how often?

There are 111 cattle ranches in the area

20
concerned.^

The number of cattle on the ranches varies

from a few head to many hundreds, but they are all cattle
ranches in that the raising of cattle is the chief busi
ness of the owners.

The definition of a cattle ranch as

used in this thesis is a ranch on which cattle raising is
the principal occupation and the chief source of income.
In order to find out who speaks Spanish, one must
first find out the number of ranchers who have been here
longer than ten years. Until about 1935, almost all the
ranchers in this county had been on their ranches for an
average length of twenty-five years.

This has a definite

bearing on the amount of Spanish in the vocabulary.

The

longer the occupancy, the more Spanish used and under
stood.

Many of these ranchers are bilingual in the sense

that they know and understand enough Spanish to make them
selves understood in directing the activities of fence
building, wood cutting, and other tasks that are performed
by Mexicans.

Every rancher interviewed who was born here

or who had been in this county for twenty or more years
knows the Spanish equivalent for most of the English ex
pressions pertaining to cattle work.

As will be explained

later, he does not often recognize the written word, as

2
This is the number of ranchers who paid taxes on
cattle in 1944* The Information was obtained from the
Santa Cruz County Assessor.
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his is an ear-learning alone.

While gathering the

material on localisms, the writer approached many cattle
men who could and did give the Spanish word or phrase for
one said in English.
On a round-up last fall at the Empire Ranch, which
employs many Mexican cowboys, not one word of English was
used in giving directions during the day.

Of course,

during the way many of these cowboys are vaqueros imported
from Sonora for the round-up season.

However, the foreman

an American born and reared in this county, was able to
give instructions to these men in their own language; and
it was unnecessary for him to repeat any orders in English
for the neighboring ranchers who were present.
On another round-up this fall at a ranch whose
owners are newcomers to this region, all the cowboys were
Americans but bilingual.
used during the day.

Many Spanish expressions were

For example, in describing some

Mexican steers which were decidedly of common quality one
man said to another, "Those are sure corriente."

Thus,

in the language of the range corriente means common or
ordinary.

It is well known in the cattle industry of

Santa Cruz County.

Although this meaning of the word is

z

not found in abridged Spanish dictionaries, Santamaria’s
dictionary records its use in Mexico and Puerto Rico.
Many other isolated Spanish words were heard that
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day.

Old bulls were referred to as "old toros." and one

oowboy asked the owner which vaca he wanted out out of the
herd.

For most of these words there was an English word

which would have served as well.

It is hard to know why

they were a part of the speech.

These were not used be

cause of necessity, but probably from habit or because the
speaker liked the sound of the Spanish word.

At the risk

of a generalization, it would seem that many a Spanish
expression exists because it pops into the mind at the
given moment. For instance, "Pfoale mas.arriba, Juan,
oomo tu sabes," was shouted to a brono rider by way of
encouragement.

Instead of the English, "Spur him higher

as you know how to do, John,M the'Spanish was used.

A

person who can think so rapidly, in another language must
be bilingual.
Over half of the cowmen actually are bilingual and
can make themselves understood in the local Spanish.

Its

usage depends both on the individual1s own inclinations
and the influences of the group.

To say that all persons

using Spanish words are bilingual would be wrong but,
nevertheless, it is a fact that any native of Santa Cruz
County has an amazingly large supply of Spanish words which
he does not hesitate to insert into English sentences from
time to time.

On some ranches, Spanish is heard constantly

in conversation.
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The length of time a word has been in AmerleamEngllsh usage determines the degree of its Americanization.
All the commonplace nouns and verbs have been Americanized
beyond recognition.
is "rodeo.”

One word to use as an illustration

This word has undergone a change of meaning

and a change of pronunciation.

At one time the Spanish

rodeo meant a gathering of cattle, as the present-day
round-up does. Later it was used to mean a public gath
ering to view a series of contests in cowboy sports and
skills.

The pronunciation of this word among cattle people

in this section and in all others which have been checked
is ro^di-o.
troversy.

In recent years the word has caused some con
'When rodeos became nation-wide, people con

sulted dictionaries to find the correct pronunciation.
Newspaper editors and winter visitors to the Southwest
have come out in favor of ro-de^o.
to his ro^dl-o.

-The cowman still sticks

Recently performers and contestants are

calling it a show, and speak of contesting as showing.
To bring out the difference between the definition of a
rodeo performer and a regular cowhand, this remark by a
cowman may serve as an illustration.

He said, "I wouldn't

hire him; he ain't no cowhand, he's a rodeo hand."
An interesting comment on rodeo was made by a woman
whose family moved into this county from California in
•
*
1880. She said, "You ask how I pronounce ro-di-o; well.
_

.
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that *s how I say it, but I oan remember that we called
our first round-ups ro-de-os and pronounced the word as
the Mexicans did.

That was a long time ago and I don't

know when we changed over to ro^di-o."

This remark would

indicate that the word was close to its source, the
vaquero, at that time.
Harold Bentley explains in some detail the use of
the words ro-d^-o and r<£di-o, but he seems to believe
that ro-d^-o is the name of a show or performance, and
that ro-di-o is used in the sense of a round-up.

However,

his contention does not appear to be substantiated by
other writers.
Locally, rodeo is used only in the sense of a show;
a cowboy may be accused of rodeoing if he does something
daring orJshowy such as making his horse buck to show that
he can ride well, but a round-up is never called a rodeo.
This activity is always called a round-up or work.

An ex

ample of a typical statement is, "We are starting our work
next week."
The American, as is generally known, is quick to
accept a foreign word and is quick to make an Americansounding one out of it.

So it is with the cowman.

If he

3
Harold W. Bentley, A Dictionary of Spanish Terms
in English (New York: Columbia UnlversityHPress, 1932),
p. I $7.
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uses a word for any length of time, he tends to stress the
first syllable, shortens the word if it is long, changes
the Spanish e to 1 or the Spanish o to a.

In this way he

took in chapare.jos because he did not have a word in his
own language for this part of his equipment; but he wrote
it "chaps" and pronounced it "shape."

He eats frfjoles,

calls them "fri-jo^lis" and writes them on his grocery
list as "free holies."

He hopes that the Mexican legend

which says that San Juan’s Day, June 24, will bring rain
is true each year, but he calls it S(ae )n Yf(a)n.
It is evident from this survey that many words are
Americanized.

Yet others are given their Spanish pronun

ciation and become localisms without undergoing any change.
If there were any rule for this change in some words and
not in others, it would be that the words which are diffi
cult for the English-speaking tongue are the ones which
become Americanized.
As "civilization" advances on Santa Cruz County,
many expressions and words are dropping out of circulation.
This is true of English words as well as Spanish ones, but
more of the Spanish expressions seem to have fallen by the
wayside.

Many of them are still known and remain in the

static vocabulary.

Arrastre. called locally arrastro or

arrastra, the old ore-grinding mill, is a word that is
seldom heard today.

Yet back in the hills there are a
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few arraetras which were in use until the turn of the
century.

There are no more arrieros (mule drivers), and

that word is leaving the everyday speech.

"Burro-loads”

of wood are sold only where there is no truck to bring in
a larger supply.

Bellotas (black-oak acorns) may go out

of the picture, too, but at present beHota picking is
still a favorite outing for the Mexicans who have no steady
work to keep them away.

Entire families camp for weeks

under the trees and gather the bellotas.

Another word

which was in general use among the ranchers for many
years was "jerky” (Spanish oharftui. oharque), which is the
name for dried beef; but now there is less killing of beef
on some ranches, and on others modern refrigeration makes
the drying of meat unnecessary.
served on a few ranches.

However, jerky is still

Pllon, that little gift or favor

like the thirteenth roll of a baker’s dozen, which was
expected at the stores with each purchase or at the ranch,
is fast disappearing.

This pleasant gesture means so much

more than the word itself implies.
From questioning younger people on their knowledge
of Spanish words it is evident that, while their vocabulary
is surprisingly large, they do not know many of the terms
which their parents, and especially their fathers, know.
Names of activities which are no longer in use on ranches
are not in the speech of many of the younger members of
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ranching families.

While the use of Spanish is not de

creasing to any marked degree, it is not increasing either.
There seems to be a changing vocabulary, but the process
of change is too near the present to give much evidence
of what will happen in the next twenty-five years.
Among the Spanish words known by English-speaking
ranchers in this county are words which one learns in
conversation rather than from reading.
corded in most dictionaries.

They are not re

Some of these words are:

blanquillos - for eggs, rather than huevoa;
aguallto or aguajito - a spring of water;
ohavete or ohuveri - an outdoor dance where couples
dance on well-swept ground and at which tesufn, a home
made drink, mildly intoxicating, is served.
Then there are expressions such as:
Aoomo se llama?(Spanish. What is,your name, or. What
do you call yourself) for signature, used by Americans
especially in the phrase, "Put your oomo se llama on that
line";
represo (Spanish, repress) often is used in place of
the prosaic dirt tank;
Americans know \Ay Chihuahua I as an exclamatory ex
pression of almost any feeling;
leviante and liviano are used to describe horses which
are light on their feet, swift, or light in weight;
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zanjero - the man who governs the sharing of water
from irrigation canals, is called an Arizonismo by
Vietoriano Alvarez.

While zanjero is not used in this

locality as often as other Spanish words, people who have
had any dealings in the Salt River Valley know the word
well.^
The absence of abstract nouns is striking.

Prac

tically all the nouns and verbs are names of things that
can be seen or heard— which shows that the Spanish was
learned on the range at the scene of the activity, or in
the field as the occasion arose.

This fact further il

lustrates the point that Spanish often is the language
of necessity, and that only words pertaining to commonplace
things are interspersed in the conversation.

The words

are technical in that they refer to methods or actions.
Sdnale means "Take it out I" and is currently used.

The

phrase dale vuelta is the term used for wrapping the rope
around the saddle horn when there is an animal at the
other end of the rope.

This is a Mexican method of roping

so that if the rider gets into difficulties he can drop
the rope.

Today there exist two methods; one is the

method described above, and the other is the tie-fast way.

4
Vietoriano Salado Alvarez, Me'jico Peregrino
(Mexico: 1924), p. 137.
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A roper is known either as a daily-man or a tie-man.

There

are occasions when one type is better than the other for
the purpose of safety.
The majority of the Spanish words in the cowman’s
vocabulary are the names of animals, places, and things.
Most of the wild animals are known by their Spanish names,
or a reasonable facsimile of the original.

Lobos, java-

linas, jaguars, coyotes, cougars, and mestanos are among
the more common ones.

Rabbits are sometimes referred to

as conejoa. and deer are called venados.
Spanish has given the rancher names for almost all
the colors of horses, as well as some color names for cows.
Among color names used locally are:

alazart for sorrel

color; bayo shortened to bay; grullo or gruyo for bluish
grey; moro. also a bluish color.

Panoche is used for a

dark horse; palomino is the most popular name for a creamcolored horse.

The pinto is a two-color horse, usually

white and brown, or white and black.
shortened to roan, is a dappled horse.

Roano or ruano,
(However, oanelo(a)

and hosoa are used to designate a roan cow.)
probably is not Spanish.

"Appaloosa"

Ramon Adams believes that this

word is a corruption of "a Release", the name of a river in
the Pelouse country.

His reason for discarding the sev

eral other explanations of the origin of the word is that
the Nez Perce Indians of this country developed this breed
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of horse. 5

An appaloosa is a certain breed of horse with

a distinguishing color combination.
been famous as a circus horse.
among horses.

This horse has long

He is the freckled one

His spots are too small for him to be call

ed a pinto, and too large to put him in the roan classi
fication.
One of the distinguishing features of these colors
is that there is no exact word in English for them.

While

there are many shades of roan, for instance, a roan is
never referred to as a dappled grey, but as a blue roan;
or, if there is a background of red, he is a strawberry
roan.

•
The landscape terms used in Santa Cruz County are

common throughout the Southwest and have been recorded in
many books.

Many of them are place names, and as such

are known generally.

In Will C. Barnes’ Arizona Place

Names the word Oienega is recorded as a place name seven
times. 6

Cldnega. meaning marshy place, originally was

given to spots in southern Arizona that were humid and

5
Ramon F. Adams, Western Words, A Dictionary of
The Range. Cow Camp, and Trail (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Dress, 1944), p. 5.
^ Will C. Barnes, Arizona Place Names (Tucson.
Arizona: University of Arizona, Bulletin No. 2, 1935).
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lush in vegetation.^
land.

But today these spots are desert

However, this word is used still for any damp place

on a desert such as a water hole or a place of seepage
where men and livestock can get a drink.
In the cowmen’s English vocabulary one finds many
Spanish words which have been used long enough to be con
sidered as English words.

Among the more common of

these are corral, patio, ramada.

The cowman includes in

his vocabulary of riding equipment imported words com
pletely accepted as English, such as latigo, meaning
not whip, but the leather strap which tightens the cinch;
tapadero, or frequently taps, the leather covering on
stirrups; bosal or bozal, a rope halter; and riata or
reata, rawhide rope.

(Lariat, though derived from la

reata. is never used by natives in Santa Cruz County.)
There are some words which have become modified in their
adoption into the English language such as:

haokamore,

which refers only to a home-made rope halter, although it
derives from the general Spanish for halter, jaquima; and
cinch, from the Spanish cincha, meaning girth.
The next step in the development of this chapter is

7
Richard J. Hinton, The Handbook to Arizona (1878).
pp. 201-217, describes the lushness, humiSTty, and""
danger of malaria in parts of the Santa Cruz Valley.
Hinton uses the word olenega in the dictionary sense.
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to consider the kind of Spanish spoken in this county.
The Mexicans who live here are descendants of the soldiers
and colonists who followed the missionaries north from
Mexico City.

As the missions and presidios were estab

lished, these adventurers settled nearby and for the most
part never have gone back nor forward into new country.
The language they use is that of the sixteenth or
seventeenth century and, according to Anita 0. Post, many
of the words are obsolete or archaic in Spain.®

She also

states that the Spanish of New Mexico, northern Sonora,
California, and southern Arizona is quite similar, and
that the language has suffered little change from outside
influences.

The vocabulary has been enriched by many

words from the Aztec or Nahuatl, but the phonetic changes
have followed a normal development.9
"
For many years the Mexicans of most of this county
,

were subjected to much less outside influence than those
living in other parts of the Southwest.

With the excep

tion of a few trips to Nogales, the Mexicans who were here
in 1853 and up until 1921 stayed in a relatively small
area.

In 1935 among a group of ninety-six school children

8 Anita C . Post, Southern Arizona Spanish Phonology
(Tucson, Arizona: University of Arizona, 1934), p. 10.
9 ibid., pp. 10-11.
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of Mexican extraction in Patagonia there were only three
who had been to Tucson.

This fact and other accounts tend

to prove that most of the Mexicans living on ranches and
working at mines saw very few Spanish-speaking people
from outside their own community.

Only in the last three

or four years has there been any moving from one place to
another.

The Mexicans were more isolated than their

English-speaking contemporaries who moved south and west
into Arizona after the Gadsden Purchase.
Consequently, the Spanish has become a dialect
handed down from one generation to the next by ear
learning alone.

Few of the adult Mexicans living in the

rural sections of this county can read or write Spanish.
Those who have been born in the United States have not
learned to read or write in their mother tongue unless
someone from Mexico has taught them.

For a number of

years there lived in Patagonia only one man who could read
and write in the Spanish language.

He wrote the letters

and read the replies for any who had business that needed
to be put on paper.
If a person has attended schools and attempts to
write Spanish, he spells his words as he would in English.
Quien becomes "kin," and he does not recognize the word
when he sees it written correctly.

The use of the letter

k in Spanish is restricted to foreign words.

In many ways the looal Spanish is comparable to
the mountain speech of Kentucky.

Many of the words have

a strictly local meaning, or they are obsolete.

The ear-

learning has tended to modify sounds, and words are coined
or borrowed from English or an Indian dialect.

Most of

these people have a difficult time talking with educated
people from Mexico; this is particularly true of the
present generation.
It might be well to point out that the Spanish
taught in the high schools, there being two in the county,
has little or no effect on the looal speech.

Few Mexican

children of the ranching communities attend high school,
and those who do enroll for Spanish find the course diffi
cult.

In the first place, theirs is an ear vocabulary

and they do not recognize the printed word.

The vocabulary

in the textbook is different from the one which is already
a part of their speech, and it is a harder task to learn
a different word than it is to learn a new one.

Further,

these pupils must learn grammatical nomenclature— and many
of them have to modify their speech much as the child who
is subjected to incorrect English must do, and in a shorter
period of time.
Taking a course in Spanish is equally hard for the
average American who has learned Spanish in ranch activ
ities.

His previous vocabulary is of no use to him.

It
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is a vocabulary of nouns and verbs not found in the text
book.

If his ear has not given him the correct Spanish

sound, he must mend faulty articulation.

He becomes

increasingly confused and, unless he can study long enough
to merge into a whole the Spanish of the school and that
learned previously, he does not profit greatly.
In summary, the Spanish spoken locally has been
more or less isolated from the influence of academic
Spanish for nearly ninety years.

It has been subjected to

the usual influences which isolated speech incurs.

The

Spanish taught in high schools has been negligible in its
effect, and the Spanish of the bilingual rancher is the
local idiomatic dialect.
Peculiarities in oral Spanish naturally arise under
these conditions.

One of the most common is the loss of

intervocalic r , especially in the word para.
explains this and other phonetic phenomena.^®
is used locally in place of para mi oasa.

Dr. Post
Pa mi oasa

This suppres

sion of sound is a characteristic of the speech of the
rancher who learns his Spanish orally.

He says paydT for

para alltf; paod"for para aoa; ponde for para donde;
d* onde for de donde; desta for d® esta; cues for que es;
desto for de esto; and dotroa for de otros.

10 Post, op. cit., p. 36.
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Confronted with the correctly-written expressions,
the local American and Mexican rarely recognize them as
phrases from their own vocabularies.

Because of analogy

this writer supposed that words ending in e and o suffered
changes after having been transferred to the rancher’s
speech.

However, Dr. Post noted that Mexicans in southern

Arizona change these sounds, and it is possible that they
come into the speech already changed.

Recent observation

discloses that Spanish-speaking people do say nochi for
noche and lechi for leche; but they do not change words
ending in o to a, or vice versa, as readily as do Amer
icans.

Both groups seem to omit the intervocalic d; i.e.,

the word pelado is pronounced pelao, and otro lado is said
otro lao.

Other peculiarities noted were lagua for

el agua and munoho for muoho.

These were noted in the

speech of both groups.
The oral transmitting of Spanish and its use by two
nationalities develop a vocabulary of local significance.
The absence of book learning or systematic instruction pro
motes a change of meaning and a change of sound.

It is

highly possible that a Spanish word used extensively by
Americans is borrowed back by Mexicans with a slightly
different meaning and pronunciation.

The third person

singular, sabe, is used incorrectly for the first person
singular, s£, by many ranchers; and Mexicans will use this
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form when speaking with Americans.
The effects of bilingualism may be demonstrated by
the tendency to use English and Spanish in the same sen
tence, or the habit of starting a conversation in one
language and changing over to the other language for
words, phrases, or even sentences.

Many Americans possess

a passive rather than an active command of Spanish.

Those

Americans who rarely converse in Spanish have many words
and phrases which they use in English sentences.

They

use extensively Spanish farewells and greetings.

In

checking the ordinary conversation, one hears such expres
sions as:

"Well, bueno, I'll see you manana."

"Adlds,

ouidado for that horse— he isn't safe.” "That man sawys
(sabe) his business."
sure.”

"Oreo que sdf, but I'll find out for

In addition to its effect upon word usage, bi

lingualism also has some influence upon English intonation.
Spanish voice inflexion is noticeable in the speech of
Americans upon their initial contact with Spanish.
A Spanish-speaking person lapses into English for
new words or expressions, and gives them a Spanish pro
nunciation.

He also will retain the rising pitch of the

voice with which the Mexican seems to end all sentences.
He will say, "We are now going to play 'Red Sails in the
Sun Set.'"

Many of the words used in Spanish sentences

are borrowed from American slang.

Two examples of these
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are: "Veo un hoxabre en •highwaters,,u and nEs muy high
tone."

Another expression which shows the American word

converted to Spanish is, "His oar didn't want to go and
/

'

-

-

I gave it a puchon"; or the entire first part of the sen
tence will be in Spanish and the person will say, "El
oarro no qulso andar, and I gave it a puchon."

In check

ing the conversation of bilingual Mexicans, one is struck
by the fact that their conversation hops back and forth
from one language to the other, even if both vocabularies
are known.

The borrowing on both sides is very natural

and unaffected, and there is a noticeable lack of conscious
effort.

Neither group is an earnest student of a foreign

language.
In speaking English, the Mexicans often translate
Spanish grammatical structure literally, and their Amer
ican associates tend towards an unconscious imitation of
this characteristic.

Local high school students con

stantly use expressions such as these:
wouldn't come already."

"Oh, I wish he

"He already came an hour ago."

"He made a touchdown already."
What these students do is to use the adverb "al
ready" with a past tense, permitted in Spanish with the
adverb £a meaning "already," but demanding in English some
form of the present tense.
says ya vino.

In Spanish one

Literally this may mean, "He came already,"
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but in English one says, "He already has come," or "He
has come already."

The Mexicans in speaking English do

not bother to use the present perfect, and others hear
these expressions so frequently that this construction be
comes a habit with them also.
The use of "they" as a third person plural instead
of a specific subject is common, and part of its wide
spread use may be due to the Spanish influence.

Spanish

speaking children when talking in English say, "They won’t
let me," in referring to parents.

There is a subtle

difference in the way the Mexicans use "they" as an In
definite subject.

For Instance, a Mexican will say, with

out having used a specific subject in the conversation,
"They make hard work of it," or, "If they study they get
good grades."

Their use of "they" seems to be in place

of the English pronouns anyone or everyone.

The use of

the reflexive passive in Spanish may have influenced
this peculiarity.
In the use of verbs an American student will say
occasionally, "Wait me," or "Explain me the problem," and
he will be unaware of the ellipsis.

Some Americans also

say, "these book" for "this book" or "this books" for
"these books."

These expressions are used so commonly by

Mexican classmates that they become very familiar to the
American ear.

ko
The present tense is heard in almost all instances
in which the future is meant.

The academic Spanish fu

ture is used very little, as its place is taken by some
form of the verb ir plus the infinitive.

This corresponds

exactly to the English present progressive tense.

When

and how the use of the future tense has dropped out of
the local Spanish is hard to say.

However, it is not

often used nor understood here.
Expressions borrowed from the Spanish were useful
and needed at one time in the development of the cattle
industry.

If some Spanish words are not needed now, they

are so much a part of the vocabulary that their place is
assured for some time.

It is inconceivable that the

rancher will change from cinch to girth, or from corral to
pen.

Furthermore, there are many words for equipment

which either have no English equivalent or else a cumber
some one.

These statements are made in regard to the

words which have become a part of every rancher*s vocabu
lary and ones which are on their way into standard Eng
lish.

Corralled as a verb has come off the range and

into the headlines of the newspapers, and so has rounded
up.

Many another word which came into English because of

its usefulness in an industry will stay because it fills a
need.
Moreover, it is true that a great many Spanish
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expressions are retained because they are colorful or
denote a slightly different meaning from the English equiv
alent.

There is also a tendency to parade an expression

once in a while for effect.

But most important of all are

the overwhelming circumstances of more than a century of
Spanish influence and many years of partial isolation
which have kept Spanish a substantial part of the cowman’s
language.
As will be explained in a later chapter, in this,
county during the last ten years ranching has attracted
many city-bred people of wealth.

Only time will deter

mine if this influx will greatly change the language of
the range.

However, at the present time, it behooves

every rancher in Santa Cruz County to be bilingual in the
expressions of the range and "cattle talk," because the
Mexicans he hires will not learn his language readily.
Perhaps in time compulsory education will erase this
factor, but until it does, he has no other course but to
learn as much as he can of the work-a-day Spanish.

CHAPTER III
ENGLISH IN LOCALISMS
The English in localisms presents a much greater
research problem than the Spanish in localisms.

As has

been indicated, the Spanish words and expressions came
into local usage mainly from one source— the Mexican
living in this section.

Originally he came from Mexico,

but he already was isolated from direct contact with his
cultural background when the American learned his lan
guage . For a number of years the local Mexican had not
been influenced by the Spanish of the schools, nor had he
been in contact with Mexicans of other regions. His
speech was highly localized by the time the American began
using it.

The Spanish in localisms did not arise from

diverse sources, but the English came in with the many
regional influences which exist in various parts of the
United States.
The history of the English-speaking inhabitants
dates principally from the Gadsden Purchase of 1853.

The

Southerners seem to have been active at about the time of
the purchase, exploring and mapping the country for future
mining ventures.

Jefferson Davis and other southern men

furnished the money for these surveys. While these groups
were the advance guard of the settlements that followed.
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their residence in the country was transitory.

Their

contribution to the county’s history is in written accounts
and maps which publicized the lands included in the pur
chase, and no doubt their records prompted the stream of
miners, ranchers, and adventurers who followed them.
J. Ross Browne calls Arizona at the time of the
purchase a "terra incognita,"1 but by 1857 he says that
this section of the state
became infested with the refuse population of Sonora.
Nor was this all. The most desperate class of rene
gades from Texas and California found Arizona a safe
asylum from arrest under the laws.1
2
Later he reports that in I860 Arizona seemed in a fair way
of receiving a rapid increase in population and a territo
rial form of government.
hub of this activity.

Browne writes of Tubao as the

Tubac, Santa Cruz County, was first

established in 1752 as a presidio by Father Kino, and for
many years was a Spanish outpost.

Around it were estab

lished the first ranches of this county.

Loiig.before the

English-speaking inhabitants arrived, the Mexicans who
followed the missionaries into this region carried on
ranching.

The fate of the earliest ranchers is unknown

but, presumably, when the Spanish withdrew, the Mexican

1 J. Ross Browne, Adventures in the Apache Country
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 187177 p. 16.
2 Ibid., p. 22.
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Government did not furnish the needed protection from the
Indians and these people abandoned their ranches.

The

wild cattle found in this region by the English-speaking
inhabitants likely were not only from herds below the
Mexican border, but also from herds left by ranchers mov
ing back into Sonora.
Early ranching in this area has been discussed by
Bert Haskett^ and by the authors of Arizona.^ a guide
book.

Bert Haskett divides cattle raising into two chief

periods:

the Spanish-Mexioan phase, dating from 1700 to

1822; the American phase, dating from 1872 to the present.
Another account of cattle land and its possibilities is
found in Richard J. Hinton’s The Handbook to Arizona.

In

describing country that now lies within the boundaries of
5
Santa Cruz County, Hinton, in 1877, says:
Leaving the stage route and turning south before
reaching the San Pedro, the traveller will find him
self on a wide grass plain or cienega. By this route
he will reach Camps Crittenden and Wallen, and thus
get to the center of one of the best grazing sections3
5
*

3
Bert Haskett, "Early History of the Cattle
Industry in Arizona," Arizona Historical Review. October.
1935, pp. 3-42.
:
"
^ Workers of the Writers Program of the Works Pro
jects’ Administration in the State of Arizona. Arizona. A
State Guide (New York: Hasting House, 1940), p. 298.
5 Richard J". Hinton, The Handbook to Arizona (San
Francisco: Payot, Upham and Company, 187877 PP* 231-237.
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in the territory. ...Here Hyslop and Vail.have a
stock ranch; thousands of acres of most magnificent
grass land, a spring of water near the house, unfail
ing and sufficient for thousands of head of stock.
... So far, all has been grazing country; at least
grass seems to pay better than anything else and the
herds of cattle, with a good sprinkling of mules and
horses, indicate a prosperous business to the stock
raiser.
From all evidence it appears that there were cattle
here possibly since 1540 when Coronado came through this
section.

It is a fairly well-established fact that there

were wild cattle on the ranges when the first Americans
arrived. The bulk of the cattle, however, was brought
in from time to time.

The origin of the first herds driven

in often gives a clue to the origin of the people who
brought them in.
Since Santa Cruz County was a part of Pima County
until 1899, much of its early history can not be separated
from that of Pima County; but for the purposes of this
thesis the emphasis has been placed on ranching which is
now within the boundaries of Santa Cruz County.

From

available sources, it seems that as soon as Fort Buchanan
was established in 1856, the valleys of the Sonoita and
Santa Cruz Rivers rapidly filled with farmers and ranchers.
Frequent attacks by Indians caused many to leave, but
never were all the settlers driven out.

After they subdued

the Indians, the early settlers found that the land along
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all the principal streams was claimed as Spanish land
grants, and again there was
tain their right to stay.
looking for their land.

a

period of struggle to main

Soon land-grant holders began
By the time the controversy arose

over the ownership of Spanish land grants, many people
had settled on land claimed by one or more grant owners.
The grant owners finally succeeded in getting squatters
off the land, either by paying money or by coercion.

Those

who moved from the grants settled on other land in the
vicinity.
By 1875 this section had become fairly well settled.
Since there are few written accounts available, it is for
tunate that there are people alive today who saw this
country In the early eighties.

It is from their accounts

that a picture of the industry and its people has been put
together.
Will Roath, who has lived here since 1876, said
that within his memory the first people engaged in ranch
ing were not really cattle people, but people who had
other professions and were rather well educated.

Often

these people came into the county with a few milch cattle.
In time a small herd developed, and the family was
soon depending on cattle for its income.

These cattle

brought in by the settlers were of the short horn and black
muley type.

Later there were some Mexican and Texas cat

tle on ranches.

Mr. Roath stressed the fact that the
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first ranches had small herds and that the time he was
describing was from about 1876 to about 1884•

In the late

seventies, herds were driven in and cattle raising became
an industry.

By the early eighties, the range land of the

county was supporting thousands of cattle.

Today the same

area supports but one-fourth that number, yet there are
more ranch units and a greater income derived from the
business.

After 1884 large ranches were established, and

by 1890 the cattle industry was flourishing.
probably was reached around 1900.

The peak

After 1900 there was a

gradual— very gradual, at first— trend toward fences,
smaller ranges, and fewer cattle.

,

Two circumstances spelled the doom of open-range
ranching.

First, the Spanish grant claims.

Next, the

homestead boom and the advent of the dry farmer.

The dry

land farmer, who was to exert a vast influence on the
cattle industry in this county, had a very brief period in
the limelight.

But during that time, many of the large

ranches were broken up and became dry-farming homesteads.
The inconsistent rainy seasons and the lack of a market
probably defeated the dry farmer.

At any rate, most of

those who tried it admitted that they slowly "starved out."
Some turned to cattle for a living and others left the
county, and by the twenties dry farming had bloomed and
faded.

Many of the small ranches in existence today were

started as "farms,M and cattle raising became the source
of income only after dry farming proved a failure.
Cattle raising was a profitable business during
World War I and for a time shortly afterward.

Then came

a period of droughts and falling prices when cattle
raising was not an attractive business.
ushered in a new era.

The thirties

In this county, battle ranches be

gan taking paying guests in order to eke out a living
during drought years. Although the idea of paying guests
on cattle ranches was never widespread, ranches soon were
established for the sole purpose of taking guests.

These

ranches, called "guest ranches" by the proprietor and
"dude ranches" by the neighbors, caused an influx of people
into the county; this, in turn, brought another great change
to the industry.

The guest ranches are too recent to en

able one to draw definite conclusions as to their influ
ence on the industry and on localisms, but there is no
doubt that it will be very great.
That, briefly, is the history of the cattle busi
ness in this county.

Each of its phases has a definite

bearing on the speech of the people who have been a part
of its growth, or who have come into the business in the
last two decades or so.
In tracing the origins of the English-speaking
inhabitants, one finds that all the larger sections of the
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United States are represented.

Santa €ruz Comity was

not settled from a parent community, nor have its inhabi
tants come in any great numbers from any one section of
the country.

Persons who came into this county were

sons of pioneers of other frontiers, from the farms of
the Middle West, South, and the West, and from the cities
anywhere.

There were aristocrats and plebians from the

United States and Great Britain.

Among the first owners

of large ranches, three were from Pennsylvania, three from
New York, three from California, one from Ohio, two from
Colorado, one from Oregon, one from Kentucky, and one from
Virginia.

Later there seemed to be more people from

California, hut most of these say that their parents came
from either the South or the East and that their stay in
California was comparatively short.
The pronunciation today appears to be somewhat
under southern influence.
and raise the
intind.
of u.

<3;

There is a tendency to front

ten becomes tin, and Intend becomes

However, the reverse seems to occur in the case
Your becomes yore, and poor becomes pore.

The a in

some combinations has the value of o; want becomes wont.
The diphthongal value of vowels often is disregarded, and
the stress is on the a element.

Of the consonants, the

final £ is dropped in the spoken English.

The t is

pronounced like d in some oases; oantle becomes candle.
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and partner becomes pardner.

The accent is shifted to
/

the first syllable in many words.

No-gal-es becomes

NcT-gal-es, and ce-ment becomes cement.
Much of the vocabulary can be traced to Texas
cattle ranches.

These language influences from the south

ern cattle country developed in the eighteen nineties.
They seem to be due to the large numbers of Texas cowboys
who drifted here after the fencing of the Texas ranges.
When Texas land became settled to the point of fencing,
the great cattle drives to the north were halted and
cattle were driven southwestward, .
All persons interviewed agreed that the first cow
boys employed on the ranches were Mexican, and that their
equipment and methods were what is known on ranches as
the "California s t y l e . I t appears that the cowboy, and
not the ranch owner, contributed the vocabulary to the
cattle industry.

In later life the cowboy often was the

ranch owner, but.in this county many of the first ranch
owners were men of other professions who learned the ranch
language and methods from the men hired to do the work.

6
John McCarty and Will Roath, both men who grew
up in this country, related the difference in equipment
and methods of the two styles. Roath said that this sec
tion was the dividing line on which the two methods met.
McCarty came from Indiana in 1885, and Roath from
Colorado in 1876.
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The ancestry of thee&rly settlers is much more
homogeneous than their places of origin.

Most of those

Interviewed trace their lineage to natives of the British
Isles or of Germany.

Ireland, Scotland, England, and

Germany were the birthplaces of many on the 1864 census
rolls.

Among those coming into the county between the

years 1884 and 1890, there were many of foreign birth and
others were children of parents who had been in the United
States less than twenty years, but the majority were
American-born.

There are a few French surnames among the

cattle people of this county, but none of the families is
entirely French.

One pioneer ranch family came from

Austria originally.

However, Scotoh-Irish and German are

the chief blood lines.

Several Irish families came into

this county to build the railroad from Benson to Nogales.
Upon its completion they turned to ranching and have re
mained.
People attracted to cattle raising as a profession
have had a higher cultural background, as a general rule,
than those attracted by mining and freighting.

Those who

came into this county came seeking permanent homes.

They

all came at about the same time and with the same purpose.
-They came from widely-scattered sections but their speech
has become definitely localized, and as the years go by

$2

there is less marked difference in pronunciation and in
tonation.

Imported speech characteristics are noticeable

in idioms and grammatical structure.
In checking the word lists gathered from conversa
tion with word lists in Dialect Notes.? one finds in local
use a large number of words from other sections of the
country.

While none of the available issues of Dialect

Notes contained lists of words from Arizona, New Mexico,
or California, the lists proved helpful in eliminating
from this glossary words and phrases which were common
throughout the United States.
The omission of the verb of motion, go or come,
after want is very common here.

This is especially true

in such expressions as "The cow wants in," or "The cat
wants out."

Want is used also with by, up, and down.

George Krapp^ says that although this expression is of
foreign origin, it has survived in this country and is
found in the Middle West especially.

Another common ex

pression here that is an importation, possibly originating
in the eastern counties of England, is "What went with the

? American Dialect Society, Dialect Notes.
(The
University of Arizona Library has twenty-six volumes for
the years 1901-1934.)
,

8 George Krapp, The English Language in America
(New York: The Century company, 192>), vol. IT, p . 256.
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boy?" meaning "Where did the boy disappear?n

Similarly,

the phrase "What went with my bridle?" means "Where Is
my bridle?"

The use of plumb as an adverb is common here,

and Mencken says, "The use of plumb as an adverb, as in
•plumb crazy,• is an English archaism that was revived in
the United States in the early years of the century.
But like many other English archaisms, it probably has
stayed in the speech of isolated communities and survived
rather than reappeared.

Gant for gaunt is one such word

that exists even in local speech of the educated.

Many

lists of other sections have hant for haunt, but I have not
found gant in any.
Other words recorded in A Dictionary of Archaic
a&d Provincial W o r d s ^ as belonging to dialects of England
are:

snaggle tooth, muley, mule-headed, gulch, gully,

mosey, ganty-gutted.

Each of these is heard in the local

speech of the ranchers.' Some of these words migrated
directly from England, and others may have come from rural
communities of the United States.
In the speech of a few individuals of the older

9 Henry Mencken, The American Language (New York*
Alfred A. Knopf, Fourth Edition, 1939), p. 143.
iO James Orchard Halliwell-Phillipps, A Dictionary
of Archaic and Provincial Words (London: George koutledge
and Sons; New York: E.P. Dutton and Company, 1924),
956 pp.
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generations there remain localisms of other sections,
although the person may have been here for fifty years or
more.

We un, you uns, and your en. which Krapp says are

from the Blue Ridge, are speech importations found here.
Also from the Blue Ridge, according to Mencken, Is cow
brute for bull.

She stuff for cows and heifers seems to

be purely Southwestern.
Another characteristic speech habit here is the use
of the prefix a with the present participle, such as a
pulling. a coming, a jumping, and a aiming.

This prefix

has been recorded in many southern districts.
Characteristics of both General American and South
ern dialects are found in local pronunciation.

From the

Southern habit of speech is the lax articulation and rela
tively slow tempo.
entirely.

Final consonants often are omitted

The voice is usually soft and modulated, yet

the pronunciation resembles General American in the nasal
ization of vowels.

The voice is not unmusical, however.

There seems to be a blend of the so-called drawl and twang
which is difficult to catalog as belonging to any one
dialect or sub-dialect.

In fact, it is fairly safe to say

that a person having spent his life in this section of
Arizona does not sound like a true Southerner, a Midwest
erner, or an Easterner; but upon careful listening one
finds characteristics of all of these, plus an occasional
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accent or pronunciation which is original with the in
dividual.
Up to this point, the history of the Englishspeaking inhabitants has been reviewed with accounts of
national and regional origins.

Included in this background

material were speech characteristics that were termed im
ported.

Now the task is to analyze the English speech of

the cattle growers in this county.

That their vocabulary

is more occupational than geographical became evident very
early in this study.

Cowmen from Arizona, Colorado, Texas,

Montana, and Wyoming have a common vocabulary which cowmen
do not share with those outside the industry.

It is true

that non-ranchers living in ranching areas learn some of
the vernacular.

This knowledge is less than is generally

supposed, as evidenced by the discussion of this word
list with non-ranching persons in the community.
The cattle growers, both owners and employees, use
the English language without any sense of restraint.

Their

speech often is ungrammatical and unconventional, but it
never lacks color and vividness.

These people never wonder

if a verb is used correctly, nor do they care if their
speech is not considered good standard English.

It can not

be called the speech of the illiterate because the majority
avoid the most glaring errors found in other rural sec
tions, but this is not a conscious effort on their part.
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As long as cowmen talk with cowmen the speech is force
ful, colorful, and picturesque.
more forced.

The written language is

Confronted with pen and ink, the average

cowman either is stopped entirely or he writes most labo
riously.

Some few write as they speak and use the local

vocabulary.

The writing is left to the women as often as

possible and they, being more painstaking, produce a
stilted, conventional letter.
There is a difference between a cowboy and a cow
man.

The cowboy has been presented to the American public

in hundreds of books•

He has been romanticized and de-

glamorized until there is little left to be said about him.
The cowman as yet has not been depicted to any great extent.
In trying to decide if there was any marked difference in
the speech of the owner and the employee, the writer had
to determine whether there was any essential-difference
between a cowboy (employee) and the cowman or rancher.

A

cowboy is young, full of life, and not yet saddled with
large responsibilities.
free and independent.

Usually he works for wages, is

He is the teller of "tall tales,"

and the greater talker of the two.

The vocabulary is the

same, but the speech of the cowboy, like his actions, is
more reckless.

The cowman is the cowboy grown older.

His

speech is terse and at the same time expressive; his humor
is dry and not so obvious as the younger man’s.

Even if
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aa older man does not become a ranch owner, if he is con
sidered good in his knowledge of the many phases of cattle
raising, he is called a cowman.

In the ranching area there

is a saying, "He may be a rancher, but he ain’t a cowman,"
which sums up the local meaning of cowman.

Just as the

expressions, "He’ll do to ride the river with" or ♦’H e ’d do
to take along," are the highest praise in cattledom, to be
called a cowman denotes that one has arrived at the top in
his business.
For the purposes here, all localisms heard on
ranches are recorded without emphasis as to whether they
are used by employer or employee.

The words and the expres

sions of both groups are essentially the same; perhaps the
manner of speech is different, but that is difficult to
prove.

The vividness of speech varies with the individual.

Although, generally speaking, cow people are known for
their reserve and for their paucity of words, their phrase
ology is original and apt.

The everyday speech is full of

metaphors and similes that come out of their experiences.
"To make a hand" and "You are welcome to throw in with us"
are expressions that belonged to past customs.
hand" means to help.

"To make a

The noun hand, of course, is used in

various sections of the United States to indicate a hired
man, and it is so used in southern Arizona.

The compound

word cow-hand is used locally rather than cowboy or cow

puncher. words which are more common to people outside
the cattle industry.
In the old days often two herds of cattle were put
,
5
together, and this was called "throwing* the herd to
gether.

"You are welcome to throw in with us" is used

figuratively and literally.

It is an invitation to join a

group of persons at a social gathering, or it can mean to
join in a round-up or other work.

The parting advice of

a cowman to his son going to college was, "Don't throw in
with anyone until you see the kind of hCrd he runs with."
In this same category are:

"Don*t throw off," which

means "Do not neglect to do your share"; and to "high tail
it" or leave in a hurry.

Wagons that are heavily loaded

often have to he partially unloaded when the going is
difficult.

Material has to be thrown off, and from this

practice comes the expression noted immediately above.
All animals, especially young animals, have a tendency to
throw their tails in the air when running.

So to leave in

a hurry is usually expressed in this manner.
The speech modifications of this locality are those
noted in general American colloquial speech.

The envir

onment, however, produces a marked occupational vocabulary
Even those who know better often speak low colloquial
English with a local flavor rather than standard English.
Broke is almost always used in referring to the taming of
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wild horses*

"He has broke horses for us before," or

"A broke horse is worth ten brooks" is always used.

If

the speaker were to use broken, he would say "broken-down
horse," and of course would mean a useless horse and not
a tame or gentle one.
Raised is used in place of reared. which is to be
expected among a group whose life is spent in raising
stock.

Another such word is bunch.

It Is used to desig

nate a number of persons or a number of cattle.

A common

expression used to indicate that a person is above the
average and not of the common variety is, "His kind don’t
run in bunches."
In a large number of instances a word, while not
losing its general meaning, has acquired a specific or
technical meaning.

One such word is rustler, meaning cow

thief, which is applied also to animals that search for
grass and thus keep themselves in good condition.
an animal is called "a good rustler."

Such

Two other examples

are the expressions necking and cheeking.

On the range

when a wild animal can not be driven, it is often roped
and tied to a tame one.
gether.

Thus they really are yoked to

Cheeking is an expression used in referring to

the custom of pulling a horse’s head around toward the
rider as he mounts.

This gives the rider an opportunity

to hold the horse in control until he is well seated in the
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saddle.

The term probably comes from the fact that the

rider catches hold of the head stall of the bridle along
side the horse's cheek.
Among other terms used which are not understandable
to the outsider are:

caking stock, giving a horse his

head, tailing up cattle, crimpy, knocking something in the
head.

Caking stock means that the range grass is supple

mented with feed, usually cottonseed cake.

The expression

giving ja horse his head merely means to let the horse
travel without restraint, or to ride with a slack rein.
A misunderstanding of this term caused no end of local
amusement at the expense of a winter visitor to this
locality.

The wrangler told her that in case of becoming

lost in the hills she was to give the horse his head and
he would come home.

Becoming lost, the woman dismounted,

took off the saddle and bridle, and let the horse go.
Several hours later the wrangler found her patiently wait
ing for rescue.

Tailing up cattle is lifting cattle that

are too weak to rise by themselves.

If two men are

present, one can lift the animal by the horns and the
other by the tail•

Since a cow rises on its back legs

first, a man alone and faced with the problem of getting
a cow to her feet pulls her up by the tail.
a weakened condition are called on the lift.
means chilly.

Cattle in such
Crimpy

Mornings usually are called crimpy when
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frost is In the air.

A common method of killing an animal

is to hit it on the head with an axe or a rock.

The ex

pression knocking in the head is used also in the meaning
"to kill a rumor."

One old cowman who disliked the chore

of milking said that he just hated to "knock a calf in the
head with a churn dasher," his way of saying that one can
not have fat calves and butter, too.
Many a noun has been turned into a verb on the
range.

Corralled and buffaloed are two verbs that are de

rived from nouns.

To buffalo means to fool or to bluff,

and is now rarely heard as a notihu
hurrah is worthy of notice.

The peculiar use of

Pronoimced hooraw, it is

.
used in the sense of "to tease."

,

lo

Other words used in this

same sense are "to rawhide" or "to rag."
There are examples of what gramaarlahs call synec
doche and litotes in this locality.

The use of "cow" in

many compound words to mean "cattle" has been noted by
H.ViT. Horwill.

The same is true of expressions such as

"stock" for "cattle", which is used also in the compounds
stockman. stock tanks, stock saddle, and stock horses.
Litotes, or understatement, is one of the ways in which
humor is achieved.

A cowboy usually refers to a drinking1

11 h .W. Horwill, S.P.E. Tract No. XLV. American
Variations (Oxford: The University Press,“1^36j, p. 183.
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bout as "We was drinking a little."

If he dislike is some

one, he "has no use" for him.
There are a number of made-up words that Lewis
Carroll would have liked.

Some of these perhaps are blends

that came about naturally, or through oataohresis.

The

use of prod may be the result of this misuse of words.
On the prod is used to mean angry or dangerous. Words
that have the appearance of having been made up are:
slaunch wise for crooked;: turd muokle dun for a nondescript
color; waxie jawed for crooked; and anti godlin for diag
onal.

Undoubtedly chouse and scrooohed are blends.

Chouse may have come from jostle and jounce.

In handling

cattle, to chouse them is to run them unnecessarily or
to harass them, and it seems to have this meaning in all
ranching areas.

The dictionaries give chouse as a noun

meaning cheat or swindler, and colloquially as meaning to
trick,

Scrooohed is probably from crouch.
There are terms which have resulted from the com

mercial side of cattle raising and which are understood in
any ranching area.

The grades of beef— such as prime,

choice, good, commercial, and utility— as words mean much
more, of course, to the people of the slaughter house than
to the cowman.

On the hoof the terms are stookers, earners,

feeders, cutters, weaners, and grass beef, and have a sig
nificance to the cowman because he sells his cattle under

these terms.

He also knows a shelly-cow and will "get

shed of her” as soon as he ©an, because shells are thin,
old oows that have served their purpose.

In the stock

market reports they are listed by that name or occasion
ally as culls.
Although the cowman shows much Inventiveness in
his English vocabulary, for many words he has only the
Spanish term since he is in an environment that is con
ducive to learning Spanish expressions.

His Spanish is

both occupational and regional. His bilingualism is the
result of long association with Spanish-speaking vaqueros
and proximity to the Mexican border. He may talk Spanish
like a native or he may Anglicize his words beyond recog
nition; but he will know many Spanish words and expressions
for his everyday use.

He does not hesitate to put an

English ending on a Spanish verb, and perhaps use hablarlng
in the sense of palavering.

He has a fondndss for certain

Spanish expressions that become a part of his vocabulary
whether he is talking with Spanish-speaking or Englishspeaking persons.

To him muy coyote is stronger than

a yellow coward. and muy hombre is higher praise than
great man.
Edward Everett Dale4" raises the question of whether

12 Edward Everett Dale, Cow Country (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press,
, p. 1*7.
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or not there is such a thing as a distinctive cowboy
humor.

He thinks perhaps it is a part of the robust humor

of the great West.

However, there does seem to be a type

of humor among cattle people that is different in essence
from other humor.

Often it appears humorous only to

persons acquainted with ranch life and it is very highly
localized; both of these factors would make it different
from other western humor.
of this humor.

Of course, there are degrees

In the younger cowboy it is often "tall

tales" and horse play, and in his talk he is likely to
boast of his deeds and "tell it to them scarey."

Around

the corrals or round-up wagon when there is a group of
idle cowboys together, there is a great deal of laughter
and horse play.

There usually is a practical joker in

the crowd, or sometimes two or three combine their efforts
to rawhide (tease) someone.

This spontaneous gaiety is

perhaps better called fun than humor, but whatever it is
called it is the type enjoyed by the younger group.

The

humor that springs up, unlabored, in conversation as the
product of a mature mind represents a second type.
fact that it is humor often lies in the telling.

-s

The
It loses

much of its appeal in the written form.
Although humor is a trait of the individual rather
than a group, cattle people produce a typical brand of
humor, largely through their manner of speech.

They

express themselves briefly, but very positively and
frankly.

Perhaps most of their humor stems from keen ob

servation of the foibles in themselves and others, and is
expressed in remarks made in the Will Rogers* manner.

Of

course, cowmen are not all great wits, neither are all
Irishmen, but there are enough in each class to form a
distinctive type of humor.
The humor encountered in the ranching area con
sists of witty remarks, not too many nor too often.

It

may be an understatement, or it may take the form of an ex
aggeration .

Whatever the form, it takes its cue from the

speech and experience of the range.
have this impression of Jello:

Only a cowman could

"I just as soon be ridin*

in a high lope facin' a west wind with a funnel in my
mouth as eatin* that stuff."
When the humor is about persons, it usually is con
cerned with one of the group or with a "dude," the local
name for anyone not versed in the ways of ranch life.
humor is warm, homely, and gentle.

The

There is a book called

Oalabazas that is written in this vein.13

it concerns the

local characters, and is done in the exact manner which

^3 James C. Brown, Oalabazas (San Francisco:
Valleau and Peterson, 1892), 251 pp. Brown lived in
Santa Cruz County in the early days and knew the inhabi
tants. His humor is used to depict their weaknesses, but
he uses a gentle tone.

cattle people use in their humorous sayings about others.
Of course, this humor is not always gentle.

A "cocky"

stranger or a member of the group can be "taken down a
peg or two" as harshly as in any circle, but in the main
it is friendly and not cutting.
The figures of speech from the list of localisms
have been used throughout this chapter as illustrations.
Here are a few selected from the many examples heard on
round-ups and at gatherings of local cattle people.

Nat

urally not all of these have originated locally, and some
of them have found their way into books.

However, they

will serve as a sampling.
Small ranches are called pancake outfits or balingwire spreads. A person who is dressing up for a party is
said to be dude-ing up.

The common simile for utter

darkness is dark as the inside of a cow.

There are numer

ous ways in which speed is pictured, among which are:
splitting the breeze down the draw; bustin' a hole in the
breeze; or "He left out of here like a tourist hitting the
line."

There are many figures of speech depicting strength

or bravery, one of which is big enough to hunt bears with
a switch.

Other picture-making phrases are Tucson bed,

which is described as a back for a mattress, the ground
for springs, and the sky for covering; spilling loops is
the term for throwing a rope and not catching anything
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The English saddle is referred to as a muley saddle,
since that is the name for a cow without horns.

A man

deeply in debt is said to be "working for the bank and
feeding h i m s e l f I n one afternoon the following terms
were heard in describing bucking horses:

swallowed his

head. came uncorked, bogged his head, and unwound like an
alarm clock.

To look like hell is not quite complete

enough for the average cattleman.

To this phrase there is

commonly added a qualifying one such as, "She looked like
hell with the folks moved out," or "She looked like hell
in a dry year."
In summary, it may be said that the English in
localisms stems from diverse sources.

Examples from all

the standard dialects are found in the community, the sec
tional background of the inhabitants being as varied as
it is.
ical.

The vocabulary is more occupational than geograph
The factors that localize the speech are the

widespread use of Spanish and an English vocabulary peculiar
to the cattle industry.

CHAPTER IV
RECENT CHANCES IN SPEECH
As communities lose their frontlet characteristics
and become settlements, many of the peculiarities in
speech habits vanish.

This assimilation is a slow pro

cess, but a steady and continuous one.

The growth of the

American speech and the American way of living are exam
ples of this process on a large scale.

The British who

came to this country as colonists held to their English
customs and manners of speech for a number of years,

It

was only after a spirit of independence from the parent
country arose that these frontiersmen developed a new
world consciousness.

With this national spirit grew a

national language, speeded in its birth because of the
antagonism that followed the war of independence.
The result of this breaking with the mother country
was a language that became known as American English.

Of

course, other factors besides this separation contributed
to the growth of American English, but this separation was
the main factor.

Multiform in its many dialects, It is

but the language of a heterogeneous people who call the
United States home and have decided to settle here.

The

assimilation is not complete and the visage of the parent
is present yet, but it will disappear in proportion to the

degree of segregation.

In a small area such as Santa

Cruz County, the feeling for incorporation sets in as soon
as the people decide to remain and to establish homes.
Only then do they lose their feeling of affiliation with
the region from which they earn#.

Among people of diverse

origins, which is the case in this locality, the affinity
disappears sooner beeause of the laek of a large-scale
migration from any one region.
The next step is the feeling of unity and common
interest furthered in the ranching area of this county
first through the need of mutual protection and

aid, and

later stimulated by the period of isolation from outside
contacts.

This fifty-year isolation period resulted in a

community feeling and a development of localisms in speech
Uninterrupted, this segregation from other peoples and the
banding together would have resulted in strongly-marked
speech differences.
was short.

Comparatively speaking, this period

Many communities of the South have been separ

ated from the outside world much longer and to a greater
degree; consequently, speech peculiarities are more strik
ing there.

Here the isolation was sufficiently long for

differences to occur, but in the last ten years the
people's consciousness of the outside world is apparent
and the speech is in the process of becoming standardized.
Among the many factors that contributed to this

awareness were:

the coming of the dry faimers, the es

tablishment of schools, the invention of the radio, the
development of transportation, and the coming of the newtype ranchers.

The schools and the advent of the new-type

ranchers have exerted a vast influence.
Physically, dry farming changed the ranching in
dustry from large holdings to relatively smaller units.
With the enactment of homestead laws, the county filled
with more family units of people who came from rather
thickly populated centers.
The days of open-range ranching were on the wane by
1911.

Many of the early cattle ranchers used thousands of

acres of land to which they had no title and to which they
wanted none.

There was an unwritten law among them to the

effect that land in use by one cowman was his, and a new
comer moved on to range that apparently was unoccupied.
If this custom was not observed, the stronger of the two
(usually the well-established rancher) had means of en
forcing the rule. .When the Federal Government decided to
open additional lands for homesteading, the established
ranchers tried to buy or lease the land they were using.
Failing in this, they had their cowboys file on homestead
sites.

But the tide of inflowing homeseekers was too

great, and in a very short time many homesteads were carved
out of ranges that only cattle had utilized previously.
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The homestead law was suoh that a person desiring to file
on land

vm .s

required to find forty tillable acres in order

to get one hundred sixty acres.

With this accomplished

the homesteader filed his papers, fulfilled other require
ments, and the land was his.
The story of the rush for homesteads in Santa Cruz

f

County is not without its seamy side.

It seems that a

certain man, who was quicker with head work than with
physical labor, put an advertisement in a California paper
telling of the wonderful farming land in Santa Cruz County.
For a fee, usually one hundred dollars, he would conduct
the farmer to the land and show him where this land lay.
later another man put a similar advertisement in California
papers offering to render the same service for a smaller
fee.

These farmers could have obtained the same service

free, but evidently they did not know this.

Many people

from northern California, who had moved into California
farming districts from the Middle West and East, came to
see the land in Santa Cruz County;

Satisfied with their

findings, they sent for their families and equipment.
The livestock and machinery were loaded into box oars and
the families came by train.

Dry farming sounded plausible.

It did not work as planned, however. Rains were few, and
some years the rainy season was very late.

After a

struggle for existence, the dry farmers gave up.

Some
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utilized their land for raising stock and others sold
their homesteads, often to the cattlemen who had used them
earlier.
This influx of farm-minded people changed the char
acter of the community life.
lished.

More schools were estab

These farmers jjame with visions of building pro

gressive little farming towns like the ones they had left.
While not so successful along this line as they had hoped,
they did start a trend in the direction of civic-mindedness
and left their mark on the area.

Approximately fifteen of

the farming families remain today, but now they call them
selves ranchers and cattle raising is their chief source
of income.
schools,1

It was they who speeded.the establishment of
..

.

The greatest recent change in speech is due to the
influence of the schools.

Fifty years ago there were very

few rural schools, and few of the children living on
ranches attended them.

To attend school necessitated liv

ing away from home or riding great distances on horseback.
Even the early-day school teacher often drove in a buggy
eight or ten miles to school.

This was true especially if

the teacher happened to be a rancher's wife and lived at

1 The data for this were obtained from personal
interviews and from correspondence with people who knew
the county before and during the period of the dry farm
ers.
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home.

Three women who were teachers In Santa Cruz County

during the early days tell of riding side-saddle to their
schools each day.
What was the type of instruction in those days?
It must have been rather excellent, if one can judge from
the later achievements of the pupils.
elementary.

To be sure, it was

Very little time was spent on improving the

spoken English.

From old examination papers it was noted

that some grammatical errors were checked and most of the
spelling errors were marked, but many errors were un
checked.
After four or five years of schooling, the pupil
usually stopped because he was old enough "to make a hand."
Yet today these people are the leaders of the community,
and have become very successful in their business and in
other fields.

This fact leads to the widespread notion

among cattlemen that schooling, especially any higher
schooling, is unnecessary; and in many instances they have
good ground to stand on.

This belief on the part of the

cattlemen was very obvious when they opposed the dry farmer
who insisted on more rural schools and on a union high
school.

Through progress many things are modified.

Today

it is seldom that the sons and daughters of these cattle
people do not finish high school, and these ranch children
attend colleges in great numbers.

In high school,

the boys play football or basketball; both boys and girls
dabble in high school dramatics and journalism.

They go

to dances and movies with students from the towns.

They

have the usual line of small-town wise cracks, which are
about the same as those of the big cities.* At dances
these sons and daughters of the pioneers can do the latest
steps, and yet do a square dance or the varsoviana which
has been taught to them by their parents and not.at a dance
studio.

Along with this high school activity, most of the

students improve their English until the most glaring
errors, at least, are erased.

However, if a survey of

cattle people’s ideas on education were taken, many would
declare it is not so important as many people like to
think.

It is true that they believe everyone should have

schooling in the fundamentals, but many factors enter into
the picture to give them the impression that education has
many surplus courses.and that it has been vastly over-rated
The cowman’s life has tended to make him individu
alistic in his nature, and he has enjoyed a feeling of self
reliance. He does not feel the same class consciousness
that exists in other societies, but he has a class con
sciousness of his own based on individual achievement.
The cowman thinks and says, "I ain’t better than anyone
else, but there’s no one better than me."

This attitude

on his part has instilled the same attitude in others
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towards him.

Furthermore, the average cattleman has an

economic security that enables him to meet any man with
equanimity.
On the smaller ranches the yearly income for the
last fifteen years has been around $ 4,000 to # 5,000 and
even if the ranch owner is not making mogey, he can pro
duce most of his own food.

It is also a fact that the

cattlemen in western states have been an outstanding in
fluence in making the laws.

Witness the number of cowmen

serving in the Arizona Legislature.
These are the conditions that have produced the
cowman’s feeling about education and speech habits. His
speech is like his Stetson; if he feels like creasing it
down the middle or wearing it in a peak, that is his priv
ilege.

To repeat what was said in the previous chapter,

his speech is without restraint.

The schools, in their

buhgling way, throughout their existence have progressed
slowly in getting a better, more standard form of spoken
English into the mouths of the cowmen’s children.

This has

not been an easy task, nor have the teachers been well
trained to handle it.

If the teacher is a product of the

locality, he perhaps is unconscious of the errors.

If he

is too well versed in rhetoric, he tends to attack too many
errors too often.

The speech habits are: very well formed

before the child arrives at school age; the environment is

r
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v one which makes speech refinement seem affected.

Schools

in the state, and in this county in particular, have made
very little investigation into the types of speech errors•^
The best method of procedure appears to be to eliminate
the most glaring errors through constant drill, and leave
the others for higher education or the person's own desire
to improve his speech.

Thus a surprising number of gram

matical errors may be erased in time.

On the whole, the

speech in this county seems to be on its way towards
standardization.

Education is reaching into all the

homes, and the marks of illiteracy are vanishing.

Social

conditions which come with higher education also tend to
Improve speech habits.
.The radio has connected the isolated ranch homes
with the outside world•
is not a radio.

It is a rare home in which there

In fact, this often is the only source

of outside news, as m i l delivery is bi-weekly at best
and trips to the post office occur only when other busi
ness demands.

During certain seasons of the year, many

ranchers do not drive to town more often than once a
month.

Like the radio, improved transportation facilities

are bringing the world to the ranch-house door.

Cattle

2
There are two unpublished theses in the University
of Arizona Library on this subject, but these investiga
tions have been concerned with tabulation of errors.
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buyers from California go from ranch to ranch contracting
for cattle.

City dwellers drive out for week-ends.

Tour

ists often decide to see the back country, and the ranchers
themselves can travel with more ease than in former years.
There are five or six airfields on ranches in the county.
These, of course, are innovations of the new era, but two
of the oldest ranches have airfields.3

Provincialism and

its attendant traits will be lessened by these influences.
Added to these normal developments of civilization is the
new wave of citizenry with its own pattern of living.
As many of the older phases of ranching disappear,
new ones have taken their places.
was one of these new phases.

The dude-ranch Industry

Pnom a small and diverting

sideline, the idea of taking paying guests has developed
into a major industry.

The Industry started in the state

of Wyoming, but the idea spread rapidly to other western
states.

Not only the West, but also the East and South

now have these ranches.

Much of the industry’s growth can

be attributed to magazine articles on the subject.

As

early as 1913 the popular magazines were carrying articles
about the dude ranch, and the acme of such writing was
reached in the thirties.

The city dweller’s curiosity

3 The Empire Ranch at Sonoita, and the Charles
Boice ranch at Amado, Arizona.
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about ranch, life was well whetted by these writings. 1
It might be advisable to state at this point that
the dictionary’s definition of dude (a dandified male) is
obsolete as far as the West is concerned.

In this county

the word as applied to people merely means one not versed
in the ways of the West, not a native, and especially one
who is unfamiliar with ranch life.
woman, or child.

Locally when a distinction is necessary,

it is achieved by a postfix.
compounds are:

The person can be man,

Examples of the resultant

dude-boy, dude-gal, dude-kid, or dude-

woman. All written articles on this subject used the r
word "dude."

In most instances the word is not derisive,

but it does seem to have a slight stigma attached to it.
As one writer has pointed out, the height of a "dude’s"
ambition is to be mistaken for a native.
In Wyoming, where dude ranching had its beginning,
and where it often is a subsidiary of cattle or horse
ranching, the word "dude" has been used almost exclusively.
In Arizona, and especially in Santa Cruz County, this type
of business has been a separate development for the most
part, and the persons engaged in this field are themselves
newcomers.

They prefer the word "guest," and call their

establishments "guest ranches"; but they are fighting a
losing battle because the stationary population will not
follow their lead.

The first dude ranch of any importance in this
©minty was established in 1925.

Now there are several*

The accommodations are more than adequate and, while the
fisitor may miss the atmosphere of a cattle ranch, he
certainly has the comforts and attention that he would not
have on a ranch where cattle are the primary concern.
As long as the dude remained on a dude ranch and in a
migratory state, his effect on the community life and lan
guage was of small import.

But the taste of ranch life

and the effect of the climate caused him to decide to go
into the cattle business himself.

Since 1930 forty-three

ranches in this area of 1,246 square miles have been
bought by people whose background did not include cattle
raising.4- Many of them were wealthy men who had been suc
cessful in other professions or businesses.

All were from

the East, and few of them were young.
The coming of these new-type ranches is a force
that can exert a powerful influence on the cattle industry
of the county.

One must remember that over a third of the

ranches have been sold to these newcomers in the past
fifteen years, and that during this current year several
more sales are in the process of completion.

The local

^ This information was obtained by counting the
ranch deeds in Index to Deeds, Real Estate Grantees. No. 3 ,
Santa Cruz County Recorder*s office, Nogales, Arizona.

ranching industry already has undergone some changes.
The logical sequence will be an alteration of localisms.
At present there are two types of ranch owners:

those who

have been in that on® business for a-number of years,
generations in most oases; and those who have turned to
ranching from other fields and who know little or nothing
about the business.
the two groups.

There is a natural antipathy between

The newcomer is an iconoclast in the

sense that he overthrows traditions, which incidentally
attracted him in the first place, whereas the old-timer
holds jealously to the old ways and traditions.

There

is an analogy between this influx and the Invasion of the
range lands by the farmer or "neater."

In the latter

ease there was open hostility, as the cattleman often had
to give up his holdings against his will.

Today there is

no compulsion exerted to make room for these newcomers,
and those who do sell receive much more than the incdriie
derived from the ranch warrants.

The attitude of the old-

timers is best summed up in these remarks:

"Them dudes

have taken this country without firing a single shot.”
To this observation another cowman answered, "You are
wrong; their shots were loaded with silver and gold."
The cattleman has a class consciousness of his own,
and has not welcomed the outsider when he attempts to
become a cattleman by the act of buying a ranch.

The
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w s t e r n cattleman resents the Easterner’s lack of interest
An his county affairs, and above all he reseats the dude’s
ooming in on the crest of the wave and rehandling the
property and •’playing” at ranching.

The wealthy Easterner

brings his environmental surroundings with him.

In the

eyes of the established rancher, who has built his sixor eight-room house from a one-room start, there is some
thing incongruous about a reach house furnished with
eighteenth century English and French antiques and with a
self-styled cowman as owner.

-

-

;

The newcomer has not been overly tactful in his
approach.

He has been prone to criticize the methods and

lack of modern corrals and barns on the average ranch,
and to talk of the lack of progressiveness.

He forgets

•that most ranchers began their business with only the land
and a small number of cattle.

Ivlany an early-day cattleman

started out with only a horse and saddle and a few cows,
to end with a modest fortune.

The comforts and luxuries

that go with money do not appeal to the old-timer; his
money goes into the bank, range improvements, and last of
all into his home.

In his many years of struggle against

the elements and poor market conditions, he has learned to
go slowly and remember that drought and low prices can not
be avoided.
Each side views the other with condescension«

The
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Easterner’s view is based on the superficialities of
civilization, and the cowman’s on his superior knowledge
Cf the industry and the elements.

As yet there is no

marked blend of the two environments.

The younger the new

rancher is and the greater his ability to achieve recogni
tion as a bonafide rancher, the faster is the rate of as
similation.

This influx of eastern capital may be com

parable to the temporary influx of eastern and European
capital that came into the cattle industry in the eighties,
and which was a very temporary phase.

This last phase has

added a number of localisms, and because of this it is
important in this study.

^

.... <

The first additions to the local vocabulary result
ing from this new group were the terms used on the dude
ranches, coined to fill a need.

Among these are the com

pounds invented to supplement the word dude, such as those
noted previously and others like dude wrangler, dude
wrangling, duding a horse, dude-wise, station-wagon cowboys,
herding dudes, running dudes.

Another.way of calling a

person a dude wrangler is to say that he is working in
gabardine shirts and fancy boots.
Then came the expressions that the dudes themselves
used— to coin a word, the dude-isms.

The definition of a

dude-ism is an expression used by someone new to the cattle
country.

This expression sounds very queer or unnatural

*3
to cattle people, and It usually strikes them as funny.
A dude-ism is a malapropism in the speech of a person not
v & B e d in "cow talk," and it is very difficult to explain
its humor to anyone not in the industry.

The joke based on

"living a horse his head" illustrates a typical dude story
eljoyed by cattle people.

It was published in a news

letter of the Arizona Cattle Grower's Association and later
used by several other stockmen's magazines; yet many nonranching friends declared that it did not seem funny to
them.
The dude-ism is a temporary expression, and will
not remain in the language long, unless it is novel enough,
to strike the fancy of a number of people. However, if
the dude is here to stay, he will adopt the nomenclature of
the industry without succumbing to the errors in grammar
and diction that are now a part of the language.

If he

becomes an integral part of the community life, his influ
ences will help develop more and better schools.

At

present the newcomer is reluctant to send his children to
Arizona public schools, because in the Bast public schools
have been viewed as less desirable educational institutions
than private schools.

However, he overlooks the factors

which make the public schools of this region better than

the private schools here.
In discussing the recent changes which have occurred
in localisms, the writer has been concerned with two major
influences— the schools and the new-type ranchers— and with
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several minor influences*

All of these products of civi

lization are modifying the local speech*

The local speech

has been subjected to modifications from the time of set
tlement; but within a relatively short time after its
solidification as a local speech, external forces began
their work of standardization.

CHAPTER

7

CONCLUSION
This thesis does not claim to he an exhaustive
study of the localisms in Santa Cruz County, nor is the
glossary more than a sampling of the words and expressions
heard in the everyday speech of cattle people.

However,

it is as authentic and as true a picture of the speech
peculiarities of the county as the writer was capable of
making.

From this study of the localisms, the writer

draws the following conclusions:
1. The vocabulary is occupational rather than regional,
arising from the many features of ranching life.

2 . There is a widespread, free, and frequent use of
Spanish vocabulary, indicating a marked degree of bi
lingualism.
3. The use of slang and dialect expressions shows an
outstanding inventiveness on the part of the local
cowman.
4. The stylistic features of the cowman’s speech are
vividness, unconventionality, pithiness, simplicity,
and at times an indigenous type of humor.
5. The speech contains many colloquial phrases that are
common to other regions.

6 . The speech is in process of being leveled.
7. The speech tends to become the conventional speech of
the classroom because of increased educational oppor
tunities.

8 . The recent changes which have occurred are due to four
major influences:

schools, new-type ranches, increased
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means of communication through, radio and newspapers,
and a rapid growth of transportation via automobile
and airplane.
In time many of the distinctive features of the
spoken English of the cattle people of Santa Cruz County
will disappear.

Last to go will be the name words, both

English and Spanish, for equipment and animals.

As long

as the cowman remains an unpretending individual, his
speech will reflect his surroundings, his observations, and
his unaffected manner.

VJhen sociologists, historians, and

philologists become interested in this region of the United
States, the speech will help reveal the strata of culture
through which the people have passed.
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GLOSSARY
The following list contains words and expressions
heard in the conversation of people engaged in the ranch
ing business in Santa Cruz County, Arizona.

The collection

represents one year's intensive compilation and a lifetime
in which the writer has heard and used these localisms.
The preliminary list was compiled and sent for checking to
various friends who lived on ranches.

In this way the

frequent use of certain expressions was noted and recorded.
Many persons submitted words or expressions that they had
heard.

Practically all the words and expressions were

gathered on round-ups, at rodeos, and various other places
where cowmen congregate.

If the words were found in books

and magazines, this fact also was noted.
General colloquial expressions were retained in the
list only when they were used very frequently or because
they had a localized meaning.

All words and expressions

were checked in the several dictionaries listed below.
The writer believes that the words in this list represent
a fair sampling of the localisms of Santa Cruz County.
The following symbols and abbreviations have been
used:

colloq.

- colloquial, ly

colloq2 - a lower grade of colloquialism
dial

- dialect

BN

- Dialect Notes

S

- Santamaria, Francisco J., Diocionario General
de Americanismos« Mejico, D.F., 1942.
3 volumes. .
•- ■

SC

.- Santa Cruz County (not found in any books)

Sp

- Spanish

S\7

- Southwest, ern

X

- very common

A

- Adams, Roman F . , A Dictionary of Western Words,
Norman: University of OklaEoma Press,
1944, 182 pp.

Ba

- Barlett, John Russell, A Dictionary of
Americanisms. Boston: Little, Brown and ...
Company, 1859.

Bt

- Bentley, Harold W . , A Dictionary of Spanish Terms
in English. ....Newlfork: Columbia* University
Press, 1932, 243 pp.

C

- Craigie, (Sir) William Russell, Dictionary of
American English. Chicago: The UniversTlfy
of Chicago Press, 1936, 4 volumes.

0

- The Oxford English Dictionary, 1933, 12 volumes.

Pa

- Partridge, Eric, A Dictionary of Slang and
Uhconventional English. New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1938.

P

- Post, Anita C., The Spanish Dialect in Southern
Arizona. Unpublished Master1s tHesis,
University of Arizona, 1917.V

V

-Velazquez, Mariano, A Dictionary of the
Spanish and English Language. Chicago:
Wilcox and Follett, 1942.
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Wr

- Wright, Joseph, The English Dialect Dictionary.
New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 189^1

W

- Webster *s New International Dictionary.
Springfield, Ivlass.: G. & 0. rierriam Company,
'

192k.

;

;

a, used with a present participle
It has been noted in the following expressions:
a-browsin*, a-floggin’, a-howlin*, a-pitchin1, and
a-fauchin’. The use of this prefix is common
among cowmen. C dates this prefixed a from 15231769; in later use, colioq and dial.
account (no)
No good, of no value. 0 states: "Much used in
South and Southwest since 1767." Example of local
use: That horse is no account, nohow.
acequia
Sp, canal or drain. Locally the first a is dropped
and the word is pronounced as if it were spelled
cequia or sequia. Spanish-speaking people drop the
a also. The word is not used often, but is gener
ally understood.
(C, A, Ba, Bt, P, S)
acrost
Acrost is used locally in the phrase: acrost the
line, meaning over the border in Mexico. Other
examples are: A thousand head of cattle crost the
line at Nogales yesterday. The cabin is acrost the
wash. C says it is colloq or dial.
adio^
Sp, Oh go on; you don’t say. This is generally
understood, but not so frequently used by Englishspeaking people as are other Spanish words. Also
another pronunciation of adios t common in South
America,
v
adios
Sp, interj. and good-by; literally, to God. Used
by almost everyone in the.area.• Often used with
English words; i .e .: Adios, I ’ll see you manana.
Mexicans use this as a greeting just as we use hello
when passing each other on the street. C dates
it as having been used in writing in 1859.
(0, Ba,
Pa, Bt, A)
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adobe
S p , a sun-dried brick of mud usually twelve inches
long, ten inches wide, and three inches thick in
size. In using Spanish words the initial a often
is omitted, while in English words an initTal a is
sometimes added. The silver dollar often is called
a *dobe. Harold Bentley states: "A scrubby or anemic calf or other animal which is called dogie
received this name because of an adaptation of
'dobe or dobies.” (C, Ba, Bt, Pa, A]
adobe walled .
In the phrase, They 1dobe walled him, the meaning
is that he was shot. This expression grew out of
the Mexican custom of executing persons by stand
ing them against adobe walls to shoot them. There
are holes in an adobe wall at Tumacacori Mission
which may have been bullet holes. They are at the
right height from the ground to indicate execu
tions .were held-there,
(SC)
agua

'■'■t '-.:
Sp, water (av/hua), the £ as in gem in the speech
of both English and Spanish-speaking persons. In
most cases lagua is used in place of el agua. A
spring of water is called agualito or aguajito,
which is literally, little water.

aim
To have in mind, to intend, to endeavor or strive.
C dates.it at 1649; colloq and dial. The use of aim
in this sense is common in Santa Cruz County.
Examples: I aim to do it tomorrow. I aim to sell
off the old cows this fall.
(DN)
ain’t for are not, am not
It is. rather common in informal speech, although
almost all persons know that ain’t is not consid
ered good English. Hain’t has only been noted in
the speech of one person. C says that ain’t has
been used since 1778.
■

alamos

\ - -.v.’ . v-. ■

.

.

:.

;
Sp, cottonwood trees. It is -a common place name.
Alamos is used as two place names in SC.

alazan
Sp for sorrel colored. It is heard often in this
section for sorrel-colored horses, but is a word
known in most border states.
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albondigas
Sp, a ball made of forcemeat to which are added
eggs and spice. Mexican cooks serve this dish on
ranches.
(V)
allow
To declare; to maintain; to think or believe.
Example: I allow as how I. should be going. Not very
common here. 0 says it is colloq or dial since
1875 • .■
- r;-;.
.■ .
almendrados
Sp, macaroon or sweet biscuit. Served .in many
Mexican homes, especially on holidays.
alter

.
:7.;
v
To castrate. This is the usual term, although to
cut is common.
(DN)

OJIUL^O

Sp, friend; good fellow, companion. This is used
generally. Examples: He is a muy amigo of mine.
"Muy amigo" in this case is "great friend." (V,
Bt) - :- .
;; _ -. .
anchor

-■ .
To fix or fasten; to tie. Example: He anchored his
saddle good and tight.
(W)

andele or ahdale _
Sp command for hurry. Everyone knows this expres
sion. It is heard especially in the phrase,
imdale pronto— hurry quickly. P lists andale as
a Sp corruption of andele. (Bt)
anti-godlin or anti-gadlin .
This:is an expression which means to cut across land
diagonally. It seems to have come into the local
speech from Texas. A lists it but gives no theory
of its origin. The word has not been found in any
other written material. Very likely this expres
sion comes from gad or goad in the sense of
meaning a ISnd measure. Anti-godlin is the most
common form used, although anti-gadlin and antigatlin have been heard. A zigazg type of walking
is called anti-godlin, also.

176677
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aparejo
Sp, pack saddle or blanket. This word is in many
books about the old West and in several dictionaries.
It is going out of the local language.
appaloosa
'
According to A, "A breed of horse whose distinguish
ing characteristics are the color spots on the rump,
a lack of hair on the tail and inside the thigh, a
good deal of white in the eye, and pink on the nose.
The particular breed was developed by the Nez Perce
Indians in the Pelouse River country. There are
several explanations of the origin of the word
appaloosa. Some writers contend the word came from
the Spanish noun pelusa.
(Since this feminine noun
means down which covers plants or fruit, it is
certainly not applicable.) Others claim the spell
ing is appaluchi and, with a vivid imagination,
connect it with the Appalachian Mountains."
"Yet it is easy to discover the correct origin
of the spelling of the word. In the early days no
one had occasion to write the name, and as a spoken
term the two words a^ Pelouse were corrupted into
appalousy, which, in turn, became appaloosa. The
spelling is merely an endeavor to follow the Nez
Perce pronunciation of stressing the final e."
approach
This is included because it was heard in conversa
tion once in the sentence, "Approach them (cattle in
the brush) from the rear in a western-like manner
and lay the lash to them." The cowboy evidently
was trying a "new kind" of talk.
argur
To argue. One also hears to argufy, but it is
mostly used by those who know better. Argufy is
listed in dictionaries as colloq. and dial.
Arizona fever
This was noted in C, Vol. I, p. 74, and was defined
as a great desire to migrate to Arizona. The phrase
has not been noted locally.
Arizona strawberries
Another name for frijoles, the common pink bean that
is one of the staples of ranch fare. These beans
are also called frijole-beans. The singular has
acquired an extra syllable in both the local English
and local Spanish languages.
(SC)
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arrastre (often spelled arrastra)
Sp for a crude mill for grinding ore. The mill is
a circular bin into which fits a heavy wheel attached
to a horizontal bar. A burro or horse furnishes
the power to turn the wheel.
Another type of arrastre is two circular wheel
like stones placed one on top of the other, with a
perpendicular pole through the center. The bottom
stone does not move, but the top one is turned by
a burro.
These old stone arrastres are still found in the
hills. It is a word that is known but seldom used
now.
(Bt)
arriero
Sp for a muleteer or mule driver. This word is now
used for burro drivers, but it is going out of the
vocabulary.
(Bt)
arroya
Sp, sometimes written aroya and arroyo. This word
is not actually synonymous with canyon, although
many people use the words interchangeably. Origi
nally arroya meant a stream of water. Now it is
used to describe a small, steep gorge which has
water in it only during the rainy seasons'. (Bt)
ataja (hatajo)
Sp from hatajar, to cut into herds and flocks. A
pack train or a herd of horses is sometimes called
an ataja.
(Bt)
atole
Sp, a thick gruel-like drink or soup made of water
and wheat or corn flour and sweetened a little.
This gruel often is called atol locally. Englishspeaking persons do not eat this food often.
While most persons know the word, they do not use
it often. P says the word is of Nahuatal origin,
and in that language was atoili.
/Ay Chihuahua!
A Sp expression for pain, for glee, and used in
numerous other variations. It is a very popular
local expression. Perhaps it is a euphemism for
chingado, a local swear word; or it may be that the
state of Chihuahua is meant, and pride in having
come from that state is expressed. According to
S, |Ay Chihuahua! is used in Mexico as a euphemism.
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Sonora! was heard once as an expression of
glee.

Ay

ayva
Indians around Sells, Arizona, call cows ayvas.
One or two persons working on local ranches used
this expression instead of vacas. The explanation
is that in the early days when Mexican vaqueros
saw a cow in the brush, they would shout "Ahi-va,"
• there it goes. The Indians thought that was the
Spanish name for the animal. There seem to be
several words used by the Indians that are corrupted
Spanish expressions. This one, however, was the
only one actually heard in SC.
B
backstrap
Generally called fillet mignon or tenderloin.
The word was used first, according to C, in 1865
to describe pork but it is used in SC to describe
venison and beef. Backstraps are the elongated
pieces of meat which lie along the backbone of the
animal. Often these are out out in a solid piece
and then cut into small pieces and fried in deep,
fat. Backstrap, meaning beef or venison, has not
been found in any of the dictionaries.
backtrack
Ba says it is western for retreat or to retrace
one's steps. It also means locally to go back over
another’s tracks to determine where he has been.
This is listed in dictionaries.
bad hombre (always used together)
Seldom, if ever. is a rascal called a bad man.
Hombre (Sp, man) is' used with many different adjec
tives. Bt says it is heard in all parts of the
United States.
baile
Sp, dance. This word is used for all dances given
or attended by Mexicans. It is used sometimes for
dances in general.
bait - food
This is not common, but it was heard. Will James
uses this expression in Sun U p . page 278. A also
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lists it. 0 , (0N=beita - origin to bite); v.
to feed, to give food and drink to (a horse or
other beast), especially when upon a journey.
To take food at a stage of a journey (of travelers),
to stop at. an inn, 1375-1858. 0 , as noun: food
generally, refreshment; especially a feed for
horses, or a slight repast for travelers on a
journey. Still dial, for light refreshment between
meals, a hasty meal or snack.
bajado
Sp, a descent; a sloping down; drop; low lands;
low grades, Persons who use this have used it most
frequently to mean low lands. Bt lists the ex
pression as general throughout the Southwest.
bald-faced
Used to describe cattle and horses. Ba says it
also means whiskey. Bald-faced cattle are called
white faces. The good grade of Hereford cattle
has no other color except white on the face. Baldfaced horses have a broad white streak down their .
faces which usually includes one or both eyes.
(See blaze-faced)
barbecue
Sp, barbacoa. This word has long been in the
general vocabulary. Many writers have discussed
its meaning and use. Locally the word is used to
refer to an event at which whole beeves are bar
becued and served. From the American barbecue has
come the rather facetious use of Bar B Q as a
cattle brand, written BQ,.
barbed wire
Strands of wire twisted together with barbs at
intervals. Often called bob wire or barb wire.
Baling wire is a smooth wire that is used for many
purposes on a ranch also. A ranch that has used
this wire extensively and is in a run-down condition
is referred to as a baling-wire outfit. W gives
hay wire but not baling wire.
barn-raised horse
A .contemptuous name for a horse that has been pam
pered and raised very carefully. This is a local
expression. Sunday horse is also a name for a
favorite horse if it is spared hard work. The best
looking horse in the herd often is referred to as a
gallin' horse, since that horse in the past was
used by the cowboy to call on his girl.
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barranca
Sp, a cliff or bank of a river. Bt gives this a '
broader,meaning such as a rugged fissure cut in a
landscape by the action of running water; a steep
and irregular incline or side of a mountain.
barullo

8p noun for confusion, disorder, tumult; noise or
party that turns.out noisy. As a cheer, barullo
often is followed by "largo viva la gente!", the
whole being an expression of cheer such as
"Hooray, the gang's all here.” Literally the mean
ing is, Long may the people live. Locally Ameri
cans call a drinking party a barullo.
basin
A small valley surrounded by mountains; a small,
V valley-like depression in a mountain range. This
is not restricted to local use.
bastante
: • .
Sp, enough or rather. It is widely used in English
as well as Spanish sentences. Basta is a verb and
is used less by-English-speaking people. • (Bt)
basto

■- ’■
Sp, skirt of a saddle, or the leather under a
saddle tree which is also called sudadero.

bat skins
Paper money. This probably is not restricted in
use to the cattle industry.
bat-wing chaps
Assays, ”Bat-wings are chaps made of heavy bull
hide with wide flapping wings. They have become the
most popular chaps on the range because they snap
on. Every cowboy lives with a pair of spurs on
his heels, and when wearing the bat-wings, he does
not.have to pull his spurs off to shed his chaps as
he does with the 1shotr-gunf style. These chaps
are commonly decorated with nickel or silver con
chas down each leg.”
, .Chaps are not worn as much locally as they were
in former days; the bat-wings are the more popular;
the vaqueros (Mexican cowboys) seem to favor the
"shot-gun" style.
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bawl
The name for the noise cattle make. Western
cattle never moo or low. There are many different
varieties of the bawl, and an experienced cowman
can tell if a cow is bawling for a lost calf or
for water. Herds of cattle do a great deal of
bawling, thus comes the description "a bawling
herd."
One of the phenomena of range life is the blood
call, an uncanny bawl that is given when cattle
smell blood. Cattle will come from several miles
away when they hear this particular bawl, congre
gate, and.add their voices until pandemonium
results. Frank Dobie has a very long and interest
ing account of the blood call in Texas Longhorns,
p.: 155. ...
bay or bayo
Sp, the reddish-brown color of horses. Cattle are
hardly ever called bay or bayo. However, there is
an expression to "kick like a bay steer." .
beat all
This is an interjection used often in the place of
.'^Isn’t that the limitl" This expression was found
in dialect lists from the South. .
bedded down; bed grounds; bed down
All these expressions have to do with animals. In
the days of the trail herds, the bedding down of
the herds at night was a scientific job. When
cattle are lying down, they are said to be bedded
down. Bed grounds is the name of the level ground
on which cattle and other animals sleep. The verb
is to bed down, and it is used either transitively
or intransitively.
beef

:
- ■
Meat, or, to complain. Both meanings are in local
use. Beef (to complain) is not given in 0 or in
C, but Pa gives: "v.t., to shout, yell; to "grouse!"
Beef, meaning meat, is used to describe cattle
that are destined for market, and it is also used
for the carcass of a butchered animal. To beef an
animal is to kill it for meat. One of the perennial
■ jokes of the range land is the saying that one
must go to his neighbor’s ranch to taste his own
beef. Another saying is’: "It is bad taste to re
member the brand on anything you have beefed."
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bell mare
' .
This is a mare with a bell on her neck. She is
used to make it easier to find horses that are in
a large pasture. The Sp madrina for bell mare is
heard sometimes.
beller-holler
A beller is a loud cry, shout, or bawl (from
bellow). It is synonymous with holler. Both are
heard frequently. Holler is used most often in
the sense of to shout; from hollo-holloa.
bellotas (beyotas, beyotes)
Sp, acorns from black oaks. Tres Bellotas is a
place name in Santa Cruz County. The word acorn
is seldom heard in oral speech. Few persons know
h o w t o spell bellotas.
;
belly deep
V Y
Means as high as a horse's stomach, and is a
description of a good grass. The word belly is
used in referring to the stomachs of animals and
human beings.
,
belly wash
A name for weak coffee.
polite conversation.

This is not used in
’

big enough to hunt bears with a switch
This remark was heard once or twice to denote
bravery or bigness. There are other expressions
on this order, but they are individualistic and
are not common.
bits
(1 ) money; (2 ) earmarks; (3 ) mouth piece for bridle.
(1) As money there are tv/o bits, 25 cents; four
bits, 50 cents; six bits, 75 cents. Ba gives bit
as used for money from pieza.
(2 ) There are two earmarks called bits: the
.over-bit and the under-bit. The first is made by
doubling the ear in and cutting a small piece
about an inch in length and a third of an inch in
depth out of the upper part of the ear. To make an
under-bit, the piece is taken out of the lower
part of the ear. (A)
(3) There are many kinds of bits on bridles.
Each type has a special name.
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bizcochuelos
Sp, cookies; made of flour, corn meal, panoohe,
and shortening. Big oochuelos are served with
tesuih on El Dia de San Juan (St. John's Day).
This word is in standard Spanish dictionaries.
blab
This is a thin board six by eight inches clipped
to a calf’s nose. The devise is used for weaning.
The calf can graze, but when he lifts his head the
blab keeps him from: getting milk from his-mother.
To blab is used also for to talk.
The use of blab as a weaning devise is not in
dictionaries.
black leg
A disease which kills fat cattle at about the
yearling age. All ranchers vaccinate calves to
prevent black leg. This is an important task at
every round-up, but it has been practiced only
in the last twenty years or so.
blanquillos (huevos)
Sp, eggs. Both of these words are generally known.
P gives blanquillos as an example of a Spanish
word that has changed its meaning.
(S)
blaze

.
'
A white marking on a horse’s face which usually is
larger and wider than the so-called star or ship,
and extends down the length of the face. The
snip is a white marking around the nose and mouth.
The star is a small spot between the eyes.
Blaze-faced is not the same as bald-faced, since
the glaze marking does not include the eyes. The
word is a very old one in this use, and is recorded
in 1677 in the Bast Hampton Record (C).
0 gives: "1639=1884. 17th.0. from ON blesi
’white star on a horse’s forehead; a white spot on
the face of horse or ox.’" •

bleed inside
' ''
This is an expression used among cowmen for a
hidden sorrow. It also can mean that someone is
deeply hurt. It is not common, but it was heard
several times. The expression is not in diction. aries.
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blind side or wrong side
Blind side probably developed from the fact that
bridles which are used with harness have pieces of
leather, called blinders, on the side by the eyes
to prevent the horse from seeing what he is pull
ing. The expression, "Don't come up on the blind
■ • side of a horse," means do not approach the horse
from the rear; approach him from the front so that
he may see the person before he hears him.
' Metaphorically this expression is used to mean
don’t startle a person with a strange idea or plan
without first leading up to the subject. Vf defines
it as the "side on which one who is blind in one
eye can not see; hence, a side or aspect of a matter
in which one can see no fault."
The wrong side of the horse is the right side.
All horses are mounted from the left side, and are
used to the idea of being approached from that side.
Many horses will not allow a person to come up on
the right side. Rodeo contestants sometimes have
trained their rope horses to know that if the rider
mounts from the right after the calf has been tied,
the horse may give slack to the rope; but if the
rider mounts from the left, the horse must keep the
rope taut. "
block and tackle (or, tickle)
The combination of blocks and tackle. The diction
aries do not give this combination, but define
each separately. The meaning locally is two pulleys
which have rope threaded through them. Block and
tackles have many uses on ranches; they are used to
stretch wire, pull the pipe out of wells, and to
pull up a beef for skinning.
blow-fly season
This is late spring and summer when the blow-flies
are causing much trouble on the range. They lay
eggs wherever there is a drop of fresh blood; these
eggs become screw worms within twenty-four hours.
The wound can become rather serious in a few days.
A case of screw worms in a calf is very hard on the
animal, so during this season cowmen try to see
all of their cattle every two or three days, which
means a great deal of riding must be done.
bobble
An error, or to commit an error, to fumble. In
trade magazines and books, the word often is spelled
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with one h. The noun is used commonly. Example:
He made a bobble of the job.
W says, "to commit an error; v.t., to fumble,
colloq." 0 indicates it is from "bob, to move with
continual bobbing or jerking.
(Pa)

boggle -:':

.v
k°S

To blunder; to hesitate; to shy. This word, like
bobble, is in the dictionaries and the local mean
ing does not seem to vary a great deal from that
given in dictionaries. XI gives "to baffle; fail.
Scot, and Dial.Eng." 0, "to start with fright."
:--:
A word much used locally. It serves as a metaphor
in a number of instances. The noun is seldom heard
except in the combination bog hole; but bog is used
as a verb in the sense of to sink.
In,order to buck hard, a horse must be able to
get his head down. • This is described as bogging
his head. -Example: The horse bogged his head and
that was the end of me. "Wet enough to bog a saddle
blanket" is used to describe a very rainy day.
Although a standard word, bog is included here
because of its figurative use.

bonito, a
'
; '
Sp, pretty. This word is used as much as pretty,
even by persons who know very little Spanish.
boogery
^
.
An animal that is frightened easily or wild is said
to be boogery. The verb is to booger. Example:
He.boogered the cattle out of the brush.
0 says, "In North England counties boggard
means fgoblin,‘ boggarty means ’haunted.1 Since
1570." While according to XI, "booger; goblin.
Dial. U.S."
boots

, ..
_
Are sometimes known by trade names such as Western,
Blucher, Justion, and Hyers. Example: I got me a
pair of Westerns ordered.
In the same way, hats and other equipment-some
times are known by their trade names. In a hat,
Stetson is the most popular brand, and therefore
most cowmen refer to their hats as Stetsons.
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bootless, in the sense of useless
Example: It was bootless to ask Tom; he wouldn’t
tell the truth anyway. Y/ gives this expression as
obsolete. It is heard here once in a while.
booze, whiskey; an intoxicating drink
This is slang and is not confined to the locality.
However, it is heard freaueritly. “Booze. boose
(from ME). Ex. 1300,1616, 1732 to 1884"(0).
"Draught or drinking, v. to guzzle or tipple"(N).
borracho, a
Sp, drunk or intoxicated. Used by Americans as a
noun. Example: I was disturbed last night by two
borrachos. Borrachito is a little drunkard. This
is used more by the Mexicans than by Americans.
bosque
Sp, forest. Locally, a clump or a small grove of
trees is called a bosque. 0 does not list bosque,
although it gives boscage," OF, and boskage, ME.
Bosque as used locally is from the Spanish. . .
boughteri .
.
>
;
An article from the store, usually an article of
dress. Boots not made to order are called boughten
boots or hand-me-downs. (Y7)
bowed
Bent, curved, angry. The expression "bowed up" is
used locally. A horse that is about to pitch or
buck humps his back and is said to be bowed up.
If a person is angry or peeved, he is said to be
bowed up or on the prod. 0 gives bent and curved,
but not angry.
bozal (bosal)
Sp, head stall, halter. This is a very well-known
word. A cowboy describing a woman in shorts and
halter said, "There goes a woman in a bozal and sun
pants."
brakes

'■
Rough, small canyons which usually are at the edge
of a mesa or table-land. The brakes often are
heavily wooded. This meaning is somewhat different
from that given in dictionaries.
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brand
The symbol of ownership that a cattleman puts on
his livestock. Most people are as proud of their
brands as they are of their names. A dude has been
known to call brands trademarks, and he was right.
Certain brands become very famous because of the
quality of the livestock that wears them. The
R 0 brand in SC has been made famous because of
the good quarter horses that wear it. If a man has
a quarter horse in this brand, he always notes
that fact on the pedigree.
brand blotter
A person who blots the original brand so that it
looks like a scar, then puts another brand on the
animal, not over the old brand, however. IThen a
brand is changed, it is added to and this practice
is called changing.a brand.
bravo

Sp, brave, good. It is used as a word of encour
agement . It is commonly known. Although listed
in English dictionaries, locally the word is an
importation from the Spanish.

brazo
Sp, arm. This isn't so well known as many other
words, but it was heard in conversation.
break and run
An expression used on ranches to describe the act
of leaving the herd at an opportune time. Persons
are said to break and run if they "duck" out when
no one is looking.
break in two
Said of a horse that starts bucking. This is one
of the many expressions used to say a horse is
bucking. The words and expressions that are used
to describe this action seem to be endless.
brindle
Tawny or brownish color with streaks or spots of a
different hue. Usually used only for cattle, and
called brindled.
(Yf)
Brindle up, to show resentment, is also used
and is noted in dictionaries.
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broke (adj.)
A tame or gentle horse. The taming of horses is
called breaking horses. The standard past
participle is seldom heard in compound tenses; it
is used in such phrases as broken dovm or broken
up.
Broke is used as bankrupt, also. Example: We
all went broke in 1921.
bronk busting
Taming wild horses. Different ways of spelling
bronk are: bronc, broncko, bronco. Among the names
used to designate the man who rides a bronk are:
bronk peeler, bronk buster, and bronk twister.
browse (noun)
Tender shoots, leaves or twigs for food for
cattle, also used to include plants and shrubs.
(W O) %
(Verb) Browsing is feeding, usually on shrubs
and weeds, but it is in a sense the same as grazing.
Another expression for grazing cattle is cattle
standing on their heads, because at a distance
cattle eating in tall grass look as if they are
standing on their heads.
brushed up
Said of cattle that are hidden in the undergrowth
and trees. Wild cattle have a habit of running
when approached, and then stopping in thick brush
so that a rider will pass by them without seeing
them.
buckboard
Light buggy. Few wagons of any description are
used now, so this word is seldom heard.
bucking or pitching terms
Under the head of bucking terms, A lists 57 and
there are many others throughout his dictionary.
Three terms are given here.
(1) Sunfishing - a very violent bucking
maneuver. The horse twists his body into a crescent,
alternately to the right and to the left; or, in
other words, he seems to try to touch the ground
with first one shoulder and then the other, letting
the sunlight hit his belly.
(2 ) Fence rowing is a zigzag type of bucking.
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(3 )
Windmilling is the type of bucking in which
the horse "swaps ends." (A)
buckskin; (\1) western U.S. A buckskin-colored horse
The name of a horse of light yellowish color,
usually with a black mane and tail, sometimes with
a black line down his back. The buckskin color
varies in shade; it is not the same as palomino.
bueno
Sp, good. This is very common. Almost everyone
uses it in his daily speech.
(V)
buffalo (verb)
To bluff. W gives this as slang, U.S.; to be
wilder; to bamboozle; to overawe.
bunch
Group, herd. This is used for any gathering of
horses, cattle, or people. The word herd is used
to denote a very large number of cattle, but
bunch is used to designate a herd of from ten to
two hundred head.
bunch-quitting critter
•Any animal that tries to break away from a herd.
Some cattle and horses develop this habit; if it
,
is a known fact that a certain animal will watch
for an opportunity to leave the herd, a cowman
will warn his cowboys to be on the alert for that
"droop-horned cow is a bunch-quitting critter."
buSuelos
Sp, crisp tortillas with panoche syrup. These are
made of flour, egg, and butter, fried in deep fat,
then dipped in syrup made from panoche (brown
sugar). They are served at Christmas time.
burning the breeze
Talking and traveling rapidly. It is an expression
common in colloquial speech. Listed by C as to
burn the earth or wind, to go at full speed. No
burning the breeze listed in 0 .
burro
Sp, donkey. Boorow is the American pronunciation.
This word is used in many compounds such as:
burro load, the amount of wood one burro can
carry; burro trail, a small path made by burros;

Ilk
burro train, a drove of pack burros; burro weed
(Franseria•dumosa), a stiff, gray bush which grows
at the base of mountains.
No sabe de burro, or, no sabe the burro, is a
local saying meaning very stupid. Another is "muy
burro," which also is used to mean very stupid.
Burro is also the name for food wrapped in a
tortilla; in this use it is synonymous with the
word sandwich,
bush up or bushed up
The same as brushed up.

Either is used.

bust wide, open (slang)
To buck.

.

busted
Thrown; without money./ An animal is said to be
busted when it is thrown hard enough to knock the
wind out of it. Busting cattle is a harsh
measure, but is necessary sometimes, especially if
one man has to tie a large animal without help.

:

0

.

'

■-

•:

caballada (o), cawieyard, cavayer, cawayah, cavallada,
caballad, cavayard, and cavoy
All given as spellings of the Sp word for a string
or drove of horses; that is, the supply of horses
maintained by a.ranch, or the supply of horses used
at a round-up.
(Bt)
caballo

:- ;
Sp, horse. Very common in light conversation.
Example: Get on your caballo and let's get going.

cabestro
'
. . 'Sp for a rope halter. It is used locally to dis
tinguish between a home-made rope halter and one
made at a factory.
caboodle
This is given in dictionaries as slang and colloq.,
meaning for the whole lot. It was heard in this
meaning: The whole kit and caboodle of them got
avfay. .
.
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cacahuate
Sp, peanut and pox-marked. This is known by
persons who speak Spanish vrell. P gives this word
as having come into the Spanish language from the
Nahuatl, in which language it was thal-cachuatl.
cahoots
Used to denote a partnership.
in the South and Yfest. (C)

Ba says it is used-

caking stock
The term used in referring to the feeding of
cattle. The usual feed is cottonseed cake or meal..
Example:. Caking stock can run into money if a
person has to keep it up too long.
calabasas
Sp, pumpkin. This is a Santa Cruz County place
name. The name originally was Calabazas, but was
changed to Calabasas in 1882.
(Will C. Barnes in
Arizona Place Names, p. 71.)
calaboose
Sp, calabozo, jail. The caboose, the last car on
a freight train, is called a calaboose locally.
(C)
caliche
Lime clay. This word is from cal, meaning lime.
Vi gives the following definition: "A crust or
succession of crusts of calcium carbonate that
forms within or on top of the stone soil in arid
or semi-arid regions, especially in Arizona."
Called locally, caliche dirt.
calico, from Calcutta, India
Locally it is heard in the meaning of pinto horse.
Ba says Americans apply it to printed cotton cloth; .
V/ gives multi-colored, as a second meaning. 0
gives calico horse.
jcallal (caya)
Sp, You don’t mean itI HushI Generally understood
but not common in speech of English-speaking people.
call it quits
To stop working; to call it a day; to cease efforts.
This expression is listed in W and is in general
colloq use. It is very common in SC.
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camote
Sp, sweet potato. This is from the Nahuatl word
camotli. It is listed'in Spanish dictionaries.
campamoche, campamochi, or campamocha
Praying mantis; devil horse. P says it is of
Nahuatl origin, and in that language means "walking
stick," and that it is the name of a kind of grass
hopper erroneously supposed to be poisonous.
Bt says, "An insect, Mantis religiose, with
six legs, two of which appear to be situated high
on the creature’s long neck and resemble the arms
of a human being. .There seems to be another insect
called campomoche; it is small and has a stick
like body.”
Locally the devil horse and campamoche are the
same. Everyone believes the insect poisonous.
can
Verb used for to dismiss; to fire is used more
commonly than to can, although both are heard.
"Slang, U.S., to put aside; give up; to discharge,"
(W) 0 also lists "to tie a can to" as the
original expression.
canelo
Sp, cinnamon. The word often is spelled canille
or canela. Canille in Santa Cruz County was named
in 1903. Mexicans call a bluish roan cow, canela.
cantina
Sp, saloon or canteen. This is generally known and
used for Mexican bars. VI gives the word as used in
SW United States for a combination of saloon and
provision store, often providing musical entertain
ment.
cantle
The upwardly projecting rear part, of a saddle,
opposite to the pommel. The it sound is lowered in
Western speech until it sounds like a d. The word
usually is pronounced candle.
cantle boarding
An expression meaning spurring the horse in back
of the. saddle. To spur a bucking horse on the
shoulders is the approved method, so one who cantle
boards is making an inferior ride.
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canyon

■
^
Sp, canon, augmentative of cano, and meaning a
large tube,'funnel, or cane. W ’s definition of the
word is a deep valley with high steep slopes. Any
ravine or gully is called a canyon in this section.

caporal
Sp, manager or assistant manager. The local
Mexicans call the boss of a ranch either jefe
(chief) or patrdn (boss). The assistant manager or
foreman is called el segundo (the second) or the
straw boss. All of these expressions are used
more often than caporal, which was heard a few
times.
Icaramba!
Sp, darn.
careel

V calls this word an interjection.

’
Sp, jail. This is not used much. Hoosegow from
the Sp past participle juzgado is used in informal
speech. The infinitive is juzgar (to judge).

carne
Sp, meat. One of the common Sp nouns that all
ranchers know.
carreta
Sp for a two-wheeled cart. The wheels are made
of solid wood without spokes. These carts are still
used on the Mexican side of the border.
(Bt)
cayuse
Indian word for horse. Not used much locally but,
since most cowboy songs use the word, it is wellknown.. This is an example of a word that is sup
posed to be a common 17estern word, but has only
been made well known through song and story. A
says cayuse is synonymous with mustang, and that
it is a term of contempt.
(0 )
centre-fire or center-fire
Name for a saddle with one cinch, this being
placed near the center of the saddle; also called
single-fire, single-rigged, single-barreled, and
California rig. A saddle with this type of cinch
is not used in mountainous country.
(A) The
center-fire rig got its name from the cartridge.
See rim-fire.
(C)
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certain sure An example of redundance. A man in making an agree
ment to deliver cattle said, "Any date that is cer
tain sure is all right with me."
chamaco
Sp, a small boy. This is a slang term such as. the
English expression kid. Chamaco is a common term
among those who know Spanish well.
(Bt}
chamiso
Sp, a small shrub. The common English name for
it is Red Shank. V gives the spelling chamizo and
defines it as wild cane or reed. (Bt)
changed hands
An expression used to mean that property or live
stock has had a change of ownership.
(W)
chaparejos
Sp,sha-pa-rAy-hoes. The word has been shortened
to chaps, pronounced shaps. Leather skeleton
overalls worn to protect a rider’s legs.
(A, Bt)
chaparral
Sp, evergreen oaks. The Americans use this for a
thicket of bushes. Listed in several dictionaries.
(C)
chaparros
Sp, evergreen oak trees. Local Sp name for a black
oak tree is bellote; the white oak is called encina.
(A, Bt, C)
chapo
Sp, shorty. This is used as a nickname for small
people and small horses.
chapulfh, chapolfn
Sp, literally a grasshopper; it is used also to
describe a petty person.
(V, Bt)
chareo
Sp, a pool of water or a small lake.

(Bt)

chavete or chuveri
Sp, a dance held in the yard on well-hardened
ground. The Mexicans in the old days danced bare
footed. Tesufh often was served. Any informal
dance or common dance is often called a chuveri.
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nMuy chavete*' is used by Americans to describe
dancing in a manner in which the arms are pumped
up and down and the dancers use a "trotting" step.
This is an old-fashioned Mexican style of dancing,
but many Americans adopt the style when dancing to
Mexican music.
In Mexico, chaveta means a knife or a cutting
tool which works up and down (S). The word could
possibly be a Spanish adoption of charivari.
cheeking, or, to cheek a horse
Grasping the cheek strap of a bridle near the
horse’s eye. Sometimes the horse’s eye is held
closed with one finger. By cheeking a horse the
rider can pull its head toward himself while
mounting so that if a horse starts in motion, the
rider is in the saddle before it swings away from
him. Bronks and unknown horses almost always are
cheeked while being mounted.
(A)
chicharones
Sp, cracklings. Used on ranches about as often.as
cracklings, although neither word is very common
in SC.
(Bt)
chico, chiquito, chiquita
Sp, small. Locally the words usually are used as
nicknames.
(Bt)
chigre '
Sp, jigger, a kind of flea.
'
(Bt)

Both words are used.

chile or chili
Mexican peppers. A slang name for Mexicans is
chili-eaters. Chili con carne is a well-known
Mexican dish of meat cooked with chili.
(Bt, C)
chingar
Sp, to harm. Part participle is a swear word
locally. (Bt)
chiricahua
Called and written often as "cherry-cows.” The
correct pronunciation is chee-ree-cah-wah, but no
one uses this. The Cherry-Cow outfit is the local
name of a cattle company that does business under
the written name Chiricahua. This company also is
called the Three C ’s because its brand is three C ’s.
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cholla
A species of cactus.
colloq for head. .

Cholla means skull in Sp;

chorizo
Sp for a sausage made with chili. It is a very
popular dish with the Mexicans; Americans use
chorizo to season beans and other foods.
chouse

•
To harass livestock or to run them unnecessarily.
This word probably is a blend of jostle and jounce.
This meaning is not given in any of the diction
aries. However, it is given as a noun meaning
swindler and colloq as to trick.
Chouse is heard wherever cattle are raised. The
word was found in print for the first time in The
Western Livestock Journal, Nov. 15, 1944, in
titribling's advertisement on p. 4-1• It is also
recorded in A.

chow
Food. W lists chow as slang for victuals. This
is not so common as chuck and grub. All three are
used for eatables.
0 gives: V(Supplement: chov/, sb, shortened form
of chow-chow. Pidgin English. Food of-any. kind.
This sense is supposed to be due to the use of the
chow, the edible dog of China, as food by the poor
Chinese.)" P, food; Ca 1870, pidgin.
chuck
Food. W lists chuck as a portion of a side of
dressed beef.
Used with chuck wagon to indicate the wagon that
carries the food on round-ups. Chuck box is the
box attached to the wagon bed in which staples and
utensils are kept.
Riding the chuck line is an expression used for
a habit that rangeland bums have of getting to a
ranch at meal time. However, any cowhand tempor
arily out of work may ride the chuck line and
people think nothing of it.
(A), 0 lists it as
food, provisions, 1864, slang and dial.
0 gives "food, ’grub,* in early use specifically
bread and sea biscuit."
chuckawalla
A big, dark brown lizard common to the desert
country.
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chute
A narrow, lane-like enclosure. Chute crazy is a
term used for a rope horse that will not stay
behind the barrier in a roping contest.
(A)
cidhega
Sp, a marshy place. Used locally for watering
place with damp ground around it. Locally the
word is pronounced sin-i-gi. There are seven
place names in Arizona called Cienega.
(Bt, C )
cimarrdn
Sp. for uncivilized; or, the top of a mountain
according to Bt. The local meaning is shy or
wild. (V)
cinch
Sp, cincha, cinsho; girth. A saddle girth made of
leather, canvas, or a woven material. This is a
fully naturalized word and is used both as a noun
and as a verb.
(Bt, C)
clean
This word is included because it is used in ex
pressions locally that are not known usually.
.(1) A rider instructed to "clean that horse"
knows the foreman expect him to mount the horse
and "ride the buck or pitch out of him." Around
dude ranches the wrangler, if a horse is nervous,
will mount and ride him a few minutes before a
ranch guest mounts. This is known as topping off
or cleaning a horse.
Other phrases in which the word is used are:
(2) Clean up a pasture, which can mean to gather all
strays or it can mean to remove all the cattle in
the pasture.
(3) Clean up a herd, usually means taking out
the undesirable cattle and shipping them to market;
or it may mean cutting the herds into various
groups such as steers, cows, calves, and other
groups that would be held separately for some reason.
(4) To clean a range can convey several meanings,
but the most common is to remove all cattle, es
pecially after sale of the property.
coche
Sp, pig. Never used locally for coach, which is
its usual definition in Sp dictionaries. Cochina
is given in dictionaries as sow and is from coche.
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coohino, a
Sp, a dirty or filthy person. This is given as a
noun and as an adjective in Sp dictionaries.
cocinero, a
Sp, cook. Generally known and sometimes shortened
to coosie.
cola
Sp, noun, tail; colear, to tail is also known.
Coleared is used by American cowmen for the Mexican
sport of riding at top speed after a cow or steer
and, by grasping the tail, throw the animal to the
ground.
come undone
Said of a horse as he starts to pitch or buck.
Slang.
coming in on a lope
Riding into the ranch or round-up wagon at a slow
gallop.
dcdmo?
Sp, how.

This is well known and used frequently,

dcomo se llama?
Sp, V/hat do you call yourself, or, What is your
name? It is often used for signature. Example:
Put your como se llama here.
compadre
Sp, close friend, partner, or godfather. Mexicans
use this word for godfather rather than padrino,
but Americans use it for close friend or partner.
(Bt)
compafLero
Sp, a companion, friend, or partner. Americans
use it interchangeably with compadre, although
compadre denotes a closer relationship.
(Bt)
concha
Sp, shell or pearl. In the cattle industry, concha
is the name of the small, flat plates used on
.various parts of equipment for decorative purposes.
(Bt)
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oonflab for confab
Slang for talk or conference.
to local use.
(0)

This is not restricted

con que"
V gives this as colloq. and the meaning as condition
or quality. In SO the meaning is without money;
no withal. Example: No hay con que"(there is no
money, or, there is no with which).
corral
Small enclosure. Corral is used also as a verb.
Example: Corral those horses when you get back
tonight.
.

•<

corriente
Sp, ordinary, average. Used in describing an
ordinary class of livestock. A person lacking in
refinement is called corriente.
cosas
Sp, things.

This is generally known and used.

cougar .
Large wildcats. There does not seem to be any
difference in meaning locally between cougar and
jaguar.
coulee
A deep-walled valley. A gives its meaning as a
dry creek, and says the word is a synonym for
arroyo. It is seldom heard locally, but was noted
once or twice in old letters.
(W)
cow
Generic term used on ranches for everything that
wears horns. The word is used with many compounds.
cowboy
A man hired to take care of cattle. A gives 116
names and nicknames for the cowboy. Some of these
are synonymous with cowboy, and others are names of
cowboys who have a special duty or have specialized
in one phase of the business. The cowboy refers
to himself usually as cowhand or merely hand.
cowfolks
Cattle people. Old-timers in the cow business, or
persons who have grown up on ranches.
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cowman
One w h o raises cattle. The name is applied to per
sons in the;industry who are in the business on a
large scale, or who are well versed in the differ- .
ent phases of the business.
cow horse:
A term used for a horse used in working cattle,
but it is also applied to a horse that is better
•than average. Example: A man doesn’t get to ride
many real cow horses in a lifetime.
Cow pony also is used to denote a horse trained
to work cattle.
(A)
cow savvy
Knowledge of cattle and the cattle business.
cow talk
"Shop” talk or "talking cows." When two cowmen
get together, they talk of range and cattle condi
tions, prices and the weather, all of which come
under the heading of cow talk.
coyote
Sp co-yo-tay; pronounced locally ki^yot or kf^yo-te.
The coyote is a small wolf with sly and sneaking
characteristics. The name is given to human beings
who have these same characteristics. Example:
That hombre is muy coyote; I wouldn’t let him ride
my range.
crawfish
Term for bucking. A says it is used when a horse
pitches backward. Crawfish, of course, in colloq
use means to fail to keep one’s contract.
crimpy

Chilly weather. Example: "Fall was coming on and
the air was getting crimpy." (Will James, Sun U p ,
P» 57.) This meaning is not recorded. W gives
crimpy as "having a crimped appearance."

critter
Animal, used for cattle usually.

Slang.

crop
An earmark made by cutting one-half the ear off
smoothly. Crop-eared is used to describe any
animal that wears this earmark or has lost the
upper part of an ear in an accident.
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crow bait; broomtail
A contemptuous name for a horse, usually one in
poor condition. Really the term should be buzzard
b a i t s i n c e buzzards eat carcasses and crows usually
eat grain.
crow hopping
Said of a horse that does a very mild form of
bucking. The horse usually arches his back and
hops with stiffened knees.
crudo
Sp, crude. Used locally as a slang expression
for "hangover."
crumpled-horned or crump-horned
A cow with horns that turn in toward her face.
cuarta
Sp word from which the English word quirt came.
Cuarta is called a Mexicanism by S. A short whip
made of rawhide. See Bt, p. 130, for a long dis
cussion of the origin of the word quirt.
cubo

. . ■
Sp, que cubole. Greeting used among friends. It
Is a slang expression and is not in dictionaries.

cuckle burr, cockle burr
A common burr-bearing plant. The word is listed
because of the local pronunciation.
cud, kud
W, "That portion of the food
. into the mouth by ruminating
first stomach to be chewed a
expression "chewing the cud"
idle talk.

which is brought up
animals from their
second time." The
is used locally for

cuello
Sp, neck. Cuello is used locally, for shirt collar
and pescuezo is used for neck. T gives pescuezo
and cuello as neck.
IcuidadJ icuidado!
Sp, careful, look out. This is used by many
people who know only a few Spanish words.
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cunado
Sp for "brother-in-law or would-be brother-in-law.
Mexican men use this as a greeting. The word is
well known but little used by Americans who under
stand Spanish.
cuss (noun and verb)
’
As a verb, to swear; as a noun, it is used in place
of person. Example: Old man Black is an onery
cuss. This is probably a shortened form of
customer.
'
cut (verb)
To castrate. _
,
(1) As a noun, it is a group of cattle separ
ated from the main herd for any definite purpose,
as for shipping or for branding.
(2) To take a cut on the range means to decrease
the herd of cattle. Forest permittees sometimes.
have to take a cut.
cutback
An animal that is cut out of the herd which is to
be sold. The buyer may demand a ten per cent cut.
The -animals that he rejects are called cutbacks.
cuttin’ horse
A horse trained in the art of cutting out cattle.
A good cutting horse is the top-ranking horse on
any ranch. There have been many legends built
around famous cutting horses. "A good cutting horse
ridden by a man who understands his business is a
beautiful sight to watch." (A)
cuttin* grounds
Usually synonymous with round-up grounds. A level,
treeless ground is the best for this purpose.
This piece of land also, is called a boldin’ ground.
D
dale vuelta
.
Sp, to take a turn or a twist. It is from dar la
vuelta, to give a turn. This expression is pro
nounced and written in various ways: dally welta,
take tallies, dolly welter, dolley weler, and
dolly weltar.
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• This is a very common expression. Virgil V.
Peterson, Associate Archivist of the State Histor
ical Society of Colorado, wrote in answer to an
inquiry: ”A few of them (localisms) have crept up
into Colorado, Wyoming, and Montana, and are still
retained today on the cattle ranches. A good
example of such is the word ’dollywelter1 sometimes
spelled 'dolly welter,' which, of course, is a
- corruption of the old Spanish term 'dar la vuelta'
and is common cowboy language for nothing more than
a half-hitch.” (A, Bt)
daily-man
One who uses a dally in roping. He makes a catch
with a free rope, then twists the rope around the
saddle horn., A tie-man is one who ties the end of
the rope to the horn. He uses a shorter rope.
Dallying is a Mexican method of roping and is
used locally only when the horse is unreliable, or
if the animal is very large and is likely to pull
down the horse.
(A)
dark as the inside of a cow
Very dark. This expression is common in SC. Frank
Dobie used it in one of his books, "dark as the
inside of a cow with the lights kicked out."
dassen't
'
Dare not. This is a colloq that is common in the
South. The expression has been noted in local
speech.
dehorning
The act of removing the horns from cattle. Dehorn
ing is part of the round-up activities on many
ranches where the calves are dehorned when they
are branded. Some ranchers dehorn all their cattle
for two reasons: (1) They claim that dehorned
cattle are less likely to hook each other, and thus
are less likely to have screw worms; (2) feeders
often will pay a quarter or a half-cent more a
pound for dehorned animals.
desta

-• "
Sp, de esta (of this), pronounced desta by both
Mexicans and Americans. The masculine form is
deste (de este), and the neuter form is desto
(de esto).
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Ide verasl ;
Sp, you don’t mean it; is that so. Without the
exclamation marks, de veras means for sure.
die-up

^
Death of many cattle, usually caused by droughts.
(A)

die with, or, sick with
This has been noted in many dialect lists, and seems
to be common in the South, Middle West, and South
west. Examples of local use: I had a cow die with
loco the other day. My rope horse is sick with
distemper.
dinero
Sp, money,
of people.

Often,used and known by a great-number

dirt tanks
These are tanks which are made by scooping dirt out
of the center and building up the sides with this
dirt. They are constructed so as to catch the
"run-off" when it rains. They really are a recent
range development, since the widespread interest in
conservation. However, any. tank made by scooping
out.a hole is called.a dirt tank.
. The Sp name for this type of tank is represo, and
it is used about as often as the English term.
dobe
Shortened form of adobe.
place of adobe.
dogie

Used almost always in

/
;
■
- ;
A motherless calf, or one that is a runt. In songs
the word refers to calves in general; locally only
an inferior calf is called a dogie.
Bt thinks the word is from adobe. In C there is
a quotation from 1888 in which the word is spelled
doughey.
-

done gone
This expression is used locally to mean that a
person has already left. This is slang, but is
heard often.
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dos reales (do reales)
Sp, twenty-five cents. Cuatro reales is fifty
cents, and seis reales is seventy-five cents.
dotros (de otros)
Sp, of others. In local speech the expression:
is always pronounced as one word.
dough gods
A slang name for biscuits.
drags
In driving cattle, the drags are the ones that stay
in the rear of the herd and are difficult to
drive. The rearmost part of a herd. (C, A)
draw

•r:' ; v
:.
..
A small canyon, usually short and shallow; commonly
used in SC. C says that a draw is a ravine.

drift fence
The name given to a fence on the outer edge of a
man's range. Its purpose is to keep cattle from
drifting too far from home.
drive it out
Means to take all the cattle out of
section of the range. This term is
quently on round-ups. Example: Tom
Casa Blanca Canyon, and hoi* up the
windmill.
■;

a canyon or a
heard fre
will drive out
cattle at the

drop a calf
To have a calf, or give birth to a calf. This is
a common expression among cattlemen. Example: The
cows are all dropping calves this month.
drought (pronounced drouth)
A period in which there is no rain; also called a
dry spell. A droughty animal is one that has suf: fered because of a drought and shows the effects.
W gives "droughty; characterized by drought; want
ing rain; arid."
dry cow
A cow not yielding milk. All cows which have no
,
calves are called dry cows; those with calves are
called wet cows.
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dry farmer
A person who depends on the rainy season for water
for his crops. He is not admired by cowmen; a dry
farmer is sometimes used as a contemptuous name
for any farmer or rancher who is not successful.
dry spell
A period in which no rain falls; a prolonged dry
spell is called a drought.
dude
Anyone nev/ to the country, especially if he has
money and becomes interested in the cattle industry
- as a vocation. A plain dude is one who boards at
a dude ranch; a ranching dude is one who has
bought a ranch of his own. W, “dude; 2, an Eastern
er or city-bred person; slang, Western U.S."
duded
Old cow horses often are sold to dude ranches as
mounts for guests. Selling a horse for this pur
pose is dudeing a horse. Such animals are little
better than horses sold for chicken feed or the
soap factory. Example: Old man Smith duded his
old horses.
dude-wise
Said of a horse that is dependable for dudes and
can take care of himself. Such a horse will try to
get by without exerting himself. Dudes who are
hard on horseflesh often are put on such a horse.
Often such a horse will pick his own trail (usually
an easier and safer one) in spite of any resistance
on the part of the rider.
dude-ing up
V
Dressing in fancy cowboy clothes; or it can mean
putting on party clothes.
dudeism
A word used by a dude. The word usually is not
accepted in ranch nomenclature. Example: To refer
to a dun horse as a beige horse is a dudeism.
dun
A yellowish color, somewhat the same color as buck
skin but a lighter shade. A dun is not a palomino.

durazno
Sp, peach. Locally the mining camp, Harshaw, is .
called: Durazno by the Irlexicans . Early-day Mexicans
claimed that wild peach trees were growing at the
town site before the Americans came to this section
dusting off the bad ones
Another expression for breaking wild horses and
' riding gentle ones that may buck.
E
earmarks
/
The cuts made in cattle's ears to show ownership.
There are many different designs used, and each
has Its name. A few examples are: crop, double
over-bit, double under-bit, grub, jingle-bob,
over-bit, swallow-fork, under-bit.
ease them out
To drive out slowly and carefully. To handle
cattle easy means they are not choused or driven
too fast. Eased also means carefully. Example:
Sam eased himself into the saddle. (Yf) .
F
fair
Average. It is used in the expression "fair to
middlin’." 0 lists this phrase.
fanning
This word means waving or slapping a hat against a
horse’s shoulder while riding a bucker. The ex
pression "fanning a gun" is seldom heard.
(A)
feed
This term is used for grass, hay, or grain. It is
a general word used to denote range conditions.
Examples of its use as meaning grass in letters to
the Arizona Cattle Growers Association: Feed is
greening up fine. Feed is coming right along.
There’s plenty of feed on the hills.
feed bag
.' .
Also called a morral (Sp), or a nose bag.

(A)
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feeding
This means supplementing the grass with cottonseed
cake or hay.
fender
The heavy, leather shields sewn to the stirrup
leathers. (A)
fiesta
Any celebration, but it usually means a Mexican
celebration or a party given by Mexicans.
(Bt)
figure (verb)
To believe, to reckon, to plan. C gives it the
meaning of to reckon. Locally the word is usually
followed by the preposition on. Example: He
figured on starting his work~Tround-up) on the
first of October.
fightin’ the bit
Said of a horse that throws his head while being
ridden; also used with reference to an impatient
or restless person.
(A)
filaria
A species of grass that grows wild on the range.
filly
A young female horse.
an unmarried woman.

In slang it is the name for

fit a ride
This is a very common expression meaning to ride a
bronk well. The exact meaning of fit is difficult
to trace. It is used perhaps for the past parti
ciple fought. Example: Buck sure fit a ride on
that horse.
flank cinch
The rear cinch on a double-rig or two-cinch saddle,
flankin’
This word, used as a verb, means that the one doing
the flanking catches the rope with his left hand*
against the neck of the calf to be flanked, or
against the ear on the opposite side of him, then
slaps his right hand into the flank on the corre
sponding side. By a jerk upward and a pressure of
the knees against the calf’s side when it makes its
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next jump, the cowboy sends the calf's feet out
ward and it comes down on its side.
(J. Evetts
Haley, XIT Ranch. Chicago: Lakeside Press, 1939,
p. 158.1
flaunchin*
This expression is used to describe a horse which
is jumping, rearing, and bucking. The word pro
bably is a blend of flat and lunge.
flea bit or flea bitten
This phrase is used to describe a gray or white
horse that has a small brown spot of hair.
Example: That flea-bitten gray is sure a good horse.
flim-flam
Nonsense, humbug. Used as a noun and adjective.
It is recorded as archaic in dictionaries.
forefootin*
Catching an animal by the two front feet is called
forefootin’. Wild colts often are forefooted be- _
cause there is less danger of Injuring the animal
in throwing him by jerking his front feet from
under him. Since a horse rises first on his front
feet, a forefooted horse can not rise as long as
the rope is taut.
frog sticker
A slang name for a knife.
C and in various DN.

It has been recorded in

fork
The front part of the saddle tree which supports
the horn (as a noun): to mount a horse (as a verb).
(A, C )
free grass ■
The open range of the early days before the land
became forest reserve.
fried pie
A dessert made by round-up cooks. Fried pies con
sist of stewed dried fruits wrapped in dough and
fried in a Dutch oven.
> ■■■•
frijoles
Pink beans (spelled freeholies in old grocery
lists). There is a tendency for Mexicans and
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Americans to add an extra vowel to frijol (singu
lar) and. stress the second syllable— frijole or
frijoli. The plural is frijolis or frijoles.
from see to see
From daylight to dark.

Slang.

fuste . , . Sp, saddletree, or the wooden framework of a
saddle. Locally the word is pronounced foosty, and
is used for a Mexican saddle since this type of
saddle has very little leather covering.
(C, B t ,
A)
fuzz tail
Another name for a wild, inferior horse whose tail
usually is long and fuzzy.
G
l gachoI

i que gachoI
Sp; the local meaning is, what a fool; what a bore.

galgo

::
Sp, a thin person or thin horse.
hungry, anxious for something.

V gives galgo as

gallin’ horse
A good-looking horse that a cowboy is proud to
ride in parades or at rodeos; a horse on which he
goes to see his girl.
ganado
Sp, cattle.

The name is well known along the border.

gant for gaunt
Gant-gutted is recorded in English dial dictionar
ies. It is used locally as a verb, noun, and ad
jective. Gaunt is never used in referring to
livestock. Examples: That horse is ganted up;
better give him some water. The' cattle are ganting
up from lack of feed. Better watch that gant cow;
she’ll need feeding.
garbanzo :
Sp, chick-pea. This is an example of a Spanish
word that is well known in SC yet hardly anyone
knows the English word for garbanzo.
(Bt)
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gabardine shirt and fancy boots (working in)
This phrase is used to describe someone working
at a dude ranch, or anyone v/ho has an easy position
and does not wear work clothes. It is also applied
to any cowboy who likes to wear colorful clothes.
(SC)

gather (noun and verb)
A gather is the cattle brought together by the
round-up. Gather as a verb is used as round-up.
Example: Y/e gathered cattle all last week. Jim
is going to gather his cattle Monday.
gee, agree
Compatible. Example: Him and me couldn't gee.
This expression has been noted in many dial lists,
but no explanation of its origin has been found.
Gee, the command used in guiding teams, probably
has no bearing on the use here.
gentle, tame
Gentling is breaking and taming wild horses. Used
also as a transitive and intransitive verb.
Example: He gentled down during the winter (speak
ing of a bull).
get .
Used in a number of idiomatic expressions such as:
get a move on, meaning to hurry; get down and come
in, a Western greeting to anyone whether he ar
rives on a horse or in a car; get it in the neck,
meaning to suffer a penalty, rebuke (Y7); get shut
of them, or, get shed of them (cows), meaning to
sell them; get the horses up, meaning to gather or
round up the horses.
_ :•:. _ ; . : -•
gig
To spur. Example: If you gig the horse with spurs,
he'll buck every time.
give out
Weary; fatigued; exhausted. Example: I'm too give
out to do any more work today. My horse gave out
on me and I had to walk home.
(W, 0)
giving a horse his head
Riding with a loose rein; letting a horse pick his
own trail without any resistance from the rider.
Don't give a horse his head means to ride with a
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taut rein. If a horse can not get his head dov/n,
he can not buck•
good keeper
Said of an animal that stays in good condition
without special feed.
goosey
Nervous or touchy. Example: That horse is goosey;
better hold him up, and don't let him have his
head.
(V/)
gotch-eared
Pronounced gauch-ear, said of any ear that droops
because of an injury; or, if ticks have eaten the
supporting cartilages, the ear will droop. VJ lists
gotch as a verb meaning to spoil, mar, botch; from
a Scotch dial.
grab a cow by the tail
When an animal is tied down, he probably will be
ready to fight when released. If the rider thinks
he can not outrun the animal to his horse or the
nearest tree, he grabs it by the tail as it rises
to its feet. The animal will swing around in a
circle a few times but, failing to reach the man to
hook him, in time will run away and the man can
release his hold in safety.
grama grass
A highly nutritious range grass. The word is Sp
in origin but has become fully naturalized. It is
listed in dictionaries.
greaser
A Mexican; it is a term of disrespect or insult.
The term seems to have come into the English lan
guage during the war with Mexico.
Bt and others have discussions on its origin.
However, the most logical conclusion was given by a
woman living in SC. She said that Mexican cowboys
hired to skin buffalo on Texas plains were greasy,
and that is why Americans called them greasers.
green (noun and verb}
Examples: Grass is greening up a little.
country is sure greened up.

The
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gringo
As used in SO, it is an American. Bt states that
one of the specific hopes of his study of Spanish
words was to clarify the derivation of this word,
but he was not able to find any specific source
for it.
Several authorities suggest that gringo is a
corruption of Griego (Greek). V states it is a
nickname given to anyone who speaks a foreign
language. Other investigations show that gringo
dates back to 1787, and was used in Madrid.
S says, "In Mexico a foreigner, a native of the
United States; in other parts of Latin America, a
foreigner."
In SC the story is that American sailors docked
at Mazatlan singing, "Green grows the grass." Bt
states that the commonly-repeated story that gringo
began with the Burns* poem "Green Grow the Rashes,
Oh” set to music is too naive to be accepted with
out more trustworthy evidence.
Locally gringacho is used more frequently by
the Mexicans than is gringo.
grub

- .
(1) food.
(2) The name of an earmark made by
cutting the ear off at its base.
(3) A worm .
hatched from eggs laid by botflies or warble flies.
These worms are found under the hide along the
backbone of cattle.
(A) Stake supplies or funds furnished on promise
of a share of the profit. A small loan is sometimes
called a grub stake. W gives grub as slang for food
grub stake, Western U.S.

grullo
Sp, a bluish-grey horse. The word also is spelled
gruyo. Will James spells it gruller and grullyer.
Grullo is a very well-known word in SC. (V, S)
guajolote ,
Sp, turkey. V states the word guajolota is of
Mexican origin. Locally a turkey is also called a
chiui.
gueso
Sp, hueso-bone. Used in the phrase "le das gueso";
you are giving him a lot of baloney.
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gun metal
A gun. .Slang term for a six shooter.
gully, gullies
A small gorge caused by rains.
dard dictionaries.

The word is in stan

H
hacienda
1
...... Sp, a large ranch; an estate. Used by some of the
new ranchers as part of the name of their ranches.
The h should be silent in Sp, but is pronounced by
:many people who use this word. In standard dic
tionaries.
(Bt)
hackamore
.
,;
From the Sp jaquima. This is a rope halter used in
breaking, training, and handling horses.
hackamore bit
A bit without a mouthpiece. It is used on young,
untrained horses and on horses with tender mouths.
(Bt) .
'haint

".
:
For have not. This is not used much locally.
It is common in Hew England and England.

hamstring
"The severing of the Achilles tendon of an animal,
thereby rendering it helpless to control its legs.
Wolves often bring down their victims by hamstring
ing them. Also used figuratively as to foil one’s
plans, or place one at a disadvantage."- A. (W)
hand
"1. a measurement'-used in speaking of the height of
a horse. .A hand is four inches. A fifteen-hand
horse is sixty inches high. The measurement is
. taken from the ground to the top of the withers.
s. The most common term in the cow country for a
cowboy.” - A
handle
A person’s title. Children are instructed to put
the handle on a person’s name. Example: Put the
handle on Mrs. King’s name.
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hardpan

.
Compacted layers of soil. Hardpan flat is a local
name for a mesa on which little vegetation grows.
(VO

hard u p :
In difficult circumstances; without money.

(Ba)

hasta la vista
Sp, until I see you. This expression is used
often as a leave taking.
(Bt)
haze
To drive; to ride alongside.
hazer
A man who assists at shows in keeping a steer
running straight for the hulldogger; an assistant
to a bronk rider when the horse is broken outside
the corral. W, "One who hazes; Western U.S., a
cowboy who assists in training horses."
head (verb)
To turn back; to point.
(1) Head 'em down, means
turn cattle down a canyon or valley.
(2) Head in
at, to turn in at a designated place. Example:
Head the cattle in at the windmill. (3) To tell
someone off, as, I sure told him.where to head in
at.
(4)
Head off, to turn; to stop. Example: Head
off those horses before they get out the gate.
(5) Head out, leave; point away from the ranch or
round-up. Example: Tom headed out for Nogales early
this morning. When you park, head your cars out.
(6) Head, an individual, often used in the plural.
Example: He runs two hundred head of cattle and
twenty head of dudes.
(IV)
' ;'
V .. .
.
head stall
The part of the bridle which is fastened on the
horse's head.
(A)
hectalitro
Sp, two and a half bushels. This measurement' is
known by those who buy grain in Mexico. It is
usually pronounced hectrolito.
(Bt)
heel fly
A small fly which stings cattle on the tender part
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of the heel. During heel-fly season (spring) cattle
run about frantically trying to escape the flies.
(A)
heeling
•
:'
Roping cattle by the hind legs. Horses are never
roped this way. The heeler at rodeos is the man who
catches the steer by the hind legs after his part
ner has caught the steer’s head.
(A)
hem-haw ■
To hesitate; to pause undecidedly.
southern dial.

Listed in

herd bound
Said of a horse which will not leave a group when
all are riding together. Such horses are willful,
and amateur riders can not make them go away from
the group.
hereabouts
Nearby; close.

(W)

hightail
To depart suddenly. Startled animals, especially
calves and colts, run with their tails held high.
Example:.He hightailed it out of the country when
he heard that the beef was found.
high, low, jick, Jack, Joker, and game
A.so-called Moon Hand in the card game called
Pitch. The player has all the points in his own
hand.
hipped
A hipped horse is one that has one hip lower than
the other, usually caused by an injury. W, “in
jured or dislocated in the hips; hlpshot."
hisself
Used:instead of himself. It is not common, but
in school children it is a difficult error to
eliminate.
hit the grit
To be thrown from a horse; to leave. Hit the grit
in the latter sense is the same as hit the trail.
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hobble-gaited
Said of a horse that has a rough, hopping gait,
hog back
A narrow ridge with steep sides.

(A)

hog leg
.
- ,
A slang name for a six shooter.
hogtie ;
Rendering an animal helpless after it is thrown by
tying its two hind legs and a front one together
with a short piece of rope. The rope is called a
hoggin’ string or a piggin’ string.
(A)
hold, pronounced holt.
Example: You got a .holt of that rope?
boldin’ pasture
Any small pasture used temporarily to hold a herd
of cattle.
holler
hombre

';
To yell.

On many dial lists.

- :
Sp, man. Used a great deal locally.

honda
Sp, a knotted or spliced eyelet through which the
loop of a rope passes. A honda usually is covered
with a piece of slick leather.
hook (verb)
= ■ .: To pierce with the horns or with spurs.
hooks (noun)
Slang name for spurs
hook up
To harness a team.
heard.

The verb harness is seldom

hoosegow
From Sp juzgado, the past participle of juzgar (to
judge). Both hoosegow and juzgado are used for
jail; also a noun meaning a court or place of
judgment.
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horses
(1) Circle horses are used on the drive in round
ups.
(2) Cov/horses and cowponies are horses trained
to work cattle.
(3) Cuttin’ horses are the best
reining horses in the herd. These horses are used
to separate cattle into different herds.
(4) Nigh horse in a team is the left horse; off
horse is the right horse. (5) Night horse or
wrango horse is the one held in the corral at night
so he may be ridden to round-up the saddle horses
in the morning.
(6) A rope horse is a speedy horse
highly trained for contest performance. .
hosca (la)
Sp, dark brown. Hosca has been used to describe a
dark brown cow. It has not been heard in any other
use. Example: La hosca se fue"(The brown one (cow)
left.)
howdy
A short form of how do you do. Locally persons
greet each other in passing w h o have not been for
mally introduced. Should someone introduce two
persons who have been speaking but have not gone
through the formalities of an introduction, one
or the other, if a cowman, says, "We've howdied
but we ain’t staked yet." This expression has been
noted in Wyoming. C, "to howdy; v, Tr. and Intr.;
to greet, colloq." 0 gives no verb form.
huero
Light blond. Spelled locally guero and wero.
Sp slang, this word also means super.
huevos
Sp, eggs.

Also called blanquillos.

hull
Slang name for saddle.
hullo :
The local pronunciation of hello.

In
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hurrah (hur-rah), hooraw
To tease. Example: He hurrahs her about her red
hair. Cowboys like to hurrah dudes.
I
iron man
The one who does the branding at a round-up.

it

: : :

: ' :

' ■:

.•

This pronoun is used very commonly in expressions
such as: It had to come on to rain. It’s sure dry
with us. It wants to rain.

3aS

jaguar

'
• - ■ ■' :
: .
(1) A small load of wood or hay.
(2) To have a
jag on is to be slightly drunk. W records these
definitions and states the origin is unknown.
(0)

:
. .A /large, pov/erful cat, brownish yellow or buff with
black spots. Locally the words cougar and jaguar
are used interchangeably by the average person.

(V/, 0)
javalina
L
Sp, wild hog. ..These animals are seen on ranges
from time to time and are known as javalinas.
This is the same animal that is defined in Yf under
peccary.
(Bt, V/)
jefe
Sp, chief. The local meaning does not refer to an
officer of the law. Jefe is used in the sense of
boss or chief.
jerk (to)
Sp, charqueer, to cure meat by cutting it into
long, thin slices and drying it in the sun. (0,* C)
jerky
Sp, charqui. Dried meat, especially beef; also
called jerked beef.
(0, C)

fc
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jest or :jist
Corrupted forms of just. These errors in enuncia
tion are very common among native-born as well as
among those who have come from the southern states.
jigger
jinete

v
■.
To overrun a horse; to harm him in some way.

(A)

r. ' .
Sp, horseman. Locally bronk riders and excellent
riders are called jinetes. In this sense the word
means an unusually good rider. (Bt)

jobbed (jabbed)
Past participle of to jab; to poke; stab; punch.
The a is pronounced like o.
jolly (to)
To tease; to cheer; to put someone in good humor.
Example: V/e want you to jolly them up. (0)
jog (noun)
A slow trot;
(verb) to travel at a slow rate.
Example: He jogged out of town. Although a standard
word, jog is included because it is used a great
deal among cattle people.
jomadas
Known as a place name, Cimarron Jornado, because
of the U.S. Forest Service experiments. The word
has been explained to mean desert lands..
josh
To make fun of; to joke; banter.
U.S. slang.

VI

records Lit as

jug-headed . .
"A horse which lacks intelligence and has to be
pulled around considerably before he is made to
: understand what is wanted of him.” - A
jumper
W, "A short jacket." Levi jumper is used exclu
siyely in place of denim jacket.
K
kak, Icack
A slang name for a saddle.
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ketch rope, catch rope
The rope used in contests and on the range. It is
usually about tv/enty-five or thirty feet long. The
term ketch is used to distinguish this rope from
other ropes. The cowboy never would call it a
lariat. ‘
'
kettling
-" Synonymous with bucking. This expression either
originated because of the idea that bucking was
like the kettle boiling over, or it is from a word
in the Scotch or the Irish dialect.
kick
To kick worse than a bay steer; to set up a great
deal of resistance (figuratively and literally).
No kick coming; no reason for complaint. Example:
Jones had no kick coming.
kin savvy
Sp, quien sabe (who knows).
used a great deal.

This expression is

kin to
Relative of; related to. Example: Aren’t you kin
to the Jacksons? In dial lists.
kilo
Sp, measure of approximately two and one-fifth
pounds. All persons who do any buying in Mexico
know this word.
knock it in the head
To kill an animal or to stop a rumor.

(77)

knowed
Used instead of the past participle known, or the
past tense knew.
kyack
A pack saddle.
L
lantern-j awed
Used in referring to a horse with an ugly jaw.
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lariat
S p , la reata. The reata is a rope made of braided
rawhide strands. Lariat has been extended until
it means any rope. Hov/ever, the word lariat is
seldom used among cowmen. If they are talking
about a rawhide rope, they say riata. A hemp rope
is a throw rope or ketch rope,
(Bt)
lasso
■ Sp, lazo (rope) or, rope with a noose. Never used
by local ranchers, but the dudes use the word both
as a noun and as a verb.
(Bt)
lefbigo •;
. •
Sp, a strap*used to fasten the cinch of a saddle
to the iron ring on the saddletree.
(Bt)
The word is not used by Americans to mean whip,
although in Spain latigo is whip.
layout
. Ranch. Other names used for a ranch are spread and
outfit.
leary
:

Apprehensive; uneasy. Apparently this meaning
came into the language about 1790.
(Pa)

leave out
To leave. Example: The horses just left out when
the men started shooting the picture.
leche
Sp, milk.
cans.

Pronounced lechi by Mexicans and Ameri

lelia
Sp, firewood. This is a useful word since about
all the wood haulers are Mexican.
lepe or lepi (lepy)
A motherless calf. If the origin of this word is
S p , the original probably was le'pero which V states
is a Mexican expression meaning one of the lowest
class, ragged and wretched. A lepy calf is cer
tainly ragged and wretched.
Lepi may be from the Anglo-Saxon anlepi (onelepi,
onlepy) which mean only, sole, or single.
Aside from lepe as a noun, it was heard as an
adjective and a verb. Example: That calf has a lepy
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(4) Loco v/eed. This is. one of several varieties
astrogalus Molissumus or hornii, or Oxytropis 1amberti. When eaten in large quantities, loco vreed
is very harmful to livestock. Once the taste is
acquired, the animal.will not eat grass.
loma
Sp, hill. Like other Sp landscape terms, loma is
known generally.
lonche
Sp, lunch. A Mexican adaptation from English.
The local pronunciation is lonchi.
looking poor
"
/.
:
In poor condition. Example: The range is eat out
and stock is looking poor.
lope

...
A slow canter or gallop. The word canter is never
used by cowmen, and gallop is seldom heard. Lope
undoubtedly is a shortened form of gallop.
M

machete
Sp, knife. Any large knife used as a weapon is
called a machete.
(Bt)
madrina
Sp, yoke of two horses; also used for bell mare.
mail stage
The buses that carry
Patagonia are called
are called stages in
old-timers still use

the mail between Nogales and
mail stages. All the buses
the locality. Some of the
the term mail hack.

make a hand'
Be useful; get in and help.
making signs
. Leaving tracks.
malo
Sp, bad; wicked; ill. Used by many persons who
know very little Spanish.
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maguey
A species of the Agave Americana, usually called
the maguey plant.
(Bt)
mal pais
Sp, bad country. Rough, stony, lava rock land is
called mal pais. The Americans pronounce it
malpais.
(Bt)
mammy
Mother cow.

Example: That calf has no mammy.

manada

'
...
Sp, a band or drove of animals. Used locally for
a band of mares. This word is going out of the
vocabulary. Most ranchers do not have many mares
now.

manana

: \.
Sp, tomorrow or morning. This is one of the most
frequently used Spanish words. Examples: So long,
I ’ll see you manana. W e ’ll get that work done
manana.
(Bt)

manzanita ;■
;
Sp, little apple; shrub. This shrub, called a
manzanita bush, has red bark and small red berries.
Manzanita jelly is made from the berries.
(Bt)
marrow gut
The chylopoietic duct of a buffalo. Obsolete,
1848 — C. The word is commonly called marrigut
or tripa de leche locally. On cattle ranches and
at round-up camps this intestinal vessel is one of
the first pieces of the beef cooked.
matrero
Sp. This word is used to describe a horse that is
difficult to catch.
maverick
As a noun it means an unbranded animal of unknown
ownership. As a verb it means to brand such an
animal with one’s own brand.
Many and varied stories are told concerning the
origin of the use of this word. That the term is
derived from the name of Samuel A. Maverick is
true. - A. (See J. Frank Dobie, The Longhorns,
pp. 44-45 for detailed account of the origin of
the word.) See orejano.

*
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IUBCEtllG

■•

Sp, rope; a horsehair rope. In some parts of the
country mecate is used only for ropes made out of
horse, hair. In SC mecate means any rope.
(Bt)
meet up withTo meet. Recorded in northwest Arkansas dial lists.
This phrase is another example of the extensive
use of dial and slang in SC%
menudo
Sp, a soup or stew made of tripe, hominy, and chili.
. A favorite dish among Mexican cowboys. Americans,
as a general rule, like other Mexican dishes better
than they do menudo.
;
mesa
Sp, table; tableland. The pronunciation is Amer
icanized and is may-sa. It is used as an adjective.
Example: Put the yearlings in the mesa pasture.
,

mescal (mezcal)
A cheap Mexican alcoholic drink made from the plant
of^the same name. The local pronunciation is
mus-cal.
(Bt)•
me squite
A shrub or tree said to be a species of the true
acacia. The local pronunciation is mus-quit. (Bt)
mesquite bean
The long pods that grow on mesquite trees.
bean pod is eaten by cows and horses.
mesteno .
The Sp word from which mustang came.
now.
(Bt)

The

Seldom used

metate

_
Sp, a rectangular stone measuring approximately
eighteen inches by thirty on which are ground
corn and other grains.

Mex

- .
...
-■•
The local name for Mexicans or anything from Mexico.

Mexican quick step
Diarrhea. A local expression.

!
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milling
Traveling in a circle; said of cattle.

(Y/)

mocho
Sp, from desmochar, to decapitate or cut off. An
animal with a bob-tail is called a mocho. Horses
that have lost:a part of an ear are given the
name Mocho.
mocoso
Sp, slang for "hangover." The dictionary meaning
of the word is "full of mucous, snot-nosed."
molino
Sp, mill. A well-known cantina across the border
is named El Molino Rojo. A windmill is seldom
called molino de viento.
monte
Sp, mount; countryside. Used locally for woods
forest, countryside, in preference to bosque.
moro
Sp for a blue horse.
morral
Sp, a nose bag; a feed bag.
Arizona.
..

Widely used in

mosca '
. Sp, fly.
mosey
To go along slowly. C, "perhaps from vamoose, a
corruption of Sp vamos."
This.expression is used
as meaning to go some place leisurely. Example:
Let’s mosey along now and see wliat we can find at
water. (V/)
mossbacks or mossy-horned
Old cows and old steers. These animals usually are
wild and have not been in many round-ups, therefore
mosaback is also synonymous with wild.
Mother Hubbard
A large, sloppy loop. Example: Jim can’t win any
money throwing Mother Hubbards at little calves.
(A)
..
,
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mother up
Said when cows claim their calves. At a round-up,
'
as soon as the herd is brought together the cattle
are not disturbed until each cow has had a chance
to find her calf. Example: As soon as they (cattle)
have mothered up, we M l start branding.
mottle spots; mottle-faced
Used;to describe cattle. This word has been used
in England since 1676. •(0)
mountain oyster
(Lamb frys); (Sp, huevos); testicle of young bull
calves. Some find it a choice delicacy when
roasted or fried.
(A)
mozo
Sp, servant.*
body’s mozo.

■
'•
-- ; ■
Example: I wasn’t raised to be any
:

muckle dun
A rat-colored dun or a grey dun. 0, ’’Muckle vari
ant of mickle; OE and OS, great, much." Locally
muckle seems to mean dirty.
mucho
Sp, much; a great deal.
Mexicans and Americans.

Pronounced muncho by both

mu jer
Sp, woman; pronounced moharrie.
mule skinner
A mule driver.

V/, "colloq. U.S."

muley; also mooley, mulley
From moily (hornless), Northumberland dial, or
mulley (a cow), Suffolk dial. Cattle are said to
be muley if hornless naturally; also called polled
cattle. An animal from which the horns have been
removed is called dehorned.
(0, V/r, \'l)
muy
Sp, very. Used in countless combinations, both
English and Spanish. Examples: muy amigos, great
friends; muy burro, very stupid; tony coyote, a
great coward; muy fino, very fine; muy high water,
very short trousers; muy high toned, very high toned.
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N
neck or necking
Yoking two animals together with a piece of rope.
On the range an unruly cow or steer often will be
necked or tied to a more tractable animal. After
the two have worn themselves out trying to go in
different directions, the wilder one will be sub
dued enough to go along with the herd.
Young colts are necked to buhros to "gentle
them down" before halter breaking them. Halter
breaking is teaching a horse to lead or follow on
a rope.
neck rein
The only acceptable method of reining a cowhorse.
If the animal is to go to the right, the left rein
is pressed against the left side of his neck; if he
is to go left, the right rein is used against the
right side of his neck.
nester

;
.
•
A homesteader, or a squatter, who settled on govern
ment land. Not used much now, although farmers
sometimes are called nesters.
(W)

nicker
To neigh.
people.

Neigh is never used by old-time cow

night pasture
• A small pasture in which the night horse is kept;
also called night trap.
nooned, nooning
A stop for lunch; lunching. This expression is
used by older people in the community. Example:
We stopped by the river and nooned.
nopalitos or nopal
Sp for opuntia chlorotica, one of the prickly pear
group.
(Bt)
nope
Slang for no.
novillo
Sp, steer. Like other names of livestock, it is
well known and heard frequently on the range.
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nubbin
A slang name for the saddle horn.
0
off his feed
Sick; not eating well.
old nanny
Another name for an old cow.
old smoothy
A toothless cow.
olla
Sp, a vessel made of baked clay, pronounced oya.
The burlap-wrapped olla serves as a drinking water
container on many ranches even today.
on his own hook
Unaided; to do a task by one’s self. Example: He
didn’t ask any help or advice; he did it on his own
hook. .W, colloq.
on the cuidado
On the lookout.
on the hoof
Live cattle.

(W)

on the mend
.
Convalescing; gaining weight. Used chiefly to
describe livestock. Example: That cow is on the
mend, but she went through a hard winter.
on the lift
Said of cattle that are too weak to rise. During
droughts cattle in a weakened condition have to be
lifted to their feet. Such animals are on the
lift.
(See tailing up.)
on the prod
Angry; looking for trouble. Said of livestock and
people. Example: Cuidado, that steer is on the
prod.
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onde

', ^
Sp, donde Jv/here). Examples: d ’cmde fsta? (V/here
is it?) d’dnde vives? (Where do you live?)

onque
Sp, aunque (though; notwithstanding.)
oregano
Sp, herb used for seasoning (wildmarjoram).
Oregano is used widely in the SW.
orejano
Sp, big-eared; maverick; a longear. Any calf that
has not been branded and is over six months old.
Locally used as often as maverick.
(Bt, A)
otro lado
Sp, other side (pronounced otro lao). Used also
as meaning across the border.
outfit
(1) Synonymous with ranch. Examples: He has a
•nice little outfit. The outfit has been making
money for me lately.
(2) Also one’s saddle and
other equipment.
(A)
outlaw
A horse that is untamable; a wild cow or steer.
Outlaw as synonymous with a criminal is seldom
heard except in stories of the past. (A)
owl head
A horse that lacks intelligence, or a bronk.

(A)

ox warble or cattle grub
A worm that is found under the hide along the back
bone.
(W)
P
paca~
Sp, para aca^tthis way; over here).
contraction.
padre
Sp, father.

This is a
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pagard'"
Sp, a promissory note; a promise to pay. Literally,
I will pay. The note probably is called pagare
because the form begins with this wording. Notes
are called pagares along the border.
(Bt)
paisanos
Sp, a fellow-countryman; a peasant; a friend. The
roadrunner is sometimes called a paisano.
(Bt)
palomino
Sp, diminutive of dove; in the SY7 the word means a
cream-colored horse. Recently it has been extended
to mean a breed of horses distinguished for their
light-cream color.
(Bt)
pan-cake outfit
A small ranch.
panoche
Sp, panochi, panocho, (unrefined cane sugar).
panzdh
Sp, augmentative of panza (stomach). Panzon is
used to describe a person or an animal with a big
stomach. Example: He is muy panzon.
papalote
Sp, local name for windmill. V lists papalote
(Cuba), kite. S lists many meanings throughout
South America, but not windmill.
para
Sp, for or to. "Commonest loss of intervocalic r
in ^Southern Arizona. Para is always pa except in
’pdnde vas (para donde vas? Where are you going?).
Pa mi casa (para mi casa,. to my house. )" - P
parada
Sp, the place where one halts. Parada means
round-up ground in the Southwest. Will James calls
the main herd of cattle the parada.
pasear
Sp, to walk; to take the air; to exercise. Used
by Americans to mean a trip. Example from Hoofs
and Horns. February. 19A6: "They are back from a
pasear through Texas."

patio
Sp, a courtyard; a garden surrounded by walls.
Patio has been fully naturalized in many parts of
the United States.
(Bt)
patrdn
Sp, master; boss.
the ranch.
P

a

y

a

"

.

■

Used locally for the ovmer of

' ‘

Sp, para alia"(over there; that way). Another
example of contraction.
pelado
Sp, a person of the poorer class; a nobody.
nounced pelao. This is a. disparaging term.

Pro
(Bt)

pescuezo
Sp, neck. Used locally instead of cuello, t h e '
standard word'. •
peso.
Sp, Mexican dollar, worth about twenty cents in
American money (June, 1945)• American dollars
sometimes are called pesos.
(C)
petate
Sp, a loosely-woven straw mat, commonly used along
the border. (Bt)
pial (m)
Sp, from pie (foot); a short rope; to tie the feet
of an animal. The English terms are tie rope,
hoggin! string, and piggin* string.
piala
Sp, throw rope or catch rope.
pfcale
Sp command, hurry;:spur; prod.
we haven’t all day.

Example: Picale,

pick up
(1) A rider who hazes or assists a bronk rider.
Sp term is padrino, literally godfather.
(2) a
light-weight truck.
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piggin.1 .string
A three-foot rope used to tie the feet of animals
together/ Probably called piggin* string or hoggin*
string because this method of tying is called hog
tying.
pildn
Sp, gift or favor. Literally, a small cone-shaped
piece of panoche sugar. A pilon is expected by
the Mexicans after a purchase is made. The clerk
usually gives the customer a small piece of
candy.
(Bt)
piloncillo
'
^
Sp, diminutive of pilon. Small cones of sugar
which serve for candy.
(Bt)
pin-eared.
Said of a horse with small, pointed ears. Such
horses are supposed to have mean dispositions.
pinon
Sp, pine nut, called ninones or pinonis locally.
(See V/)
pinto
..

From Sp pintar (to paint). A horse with large
white spots or markings; also called calico,
paint, and pie-bald.

pistols
Slang name for young boys. Example: ,,Don*t put
the iron (branding iron) in the hands of an
amateur; let the pistols wrestle or hold while the
old hands do the branding." (Arizona Cattle Grower's Market Renort and Hews Letter, April 24,
1945.1
pitch
To buck; pitch is used more in this section than
■ buck. Pitch (noun), a very popular card game.
Pitch me slack - throw me slack.
plaza
Sp, a public square or park.
word. (W, Bt)
plenty of sand
A great deal of nerve.

,
A fully naturalized
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patio
Sp, a courtyard; a garden surrounded by walls.
Patio has been fully naturalized in many parts of
the United States.
(Bt)
patron
Sp, master; boss.
the ranch.
paya

-

Used locally for the ovmer of

.
; ;
Sp, para alia"(over there; that way). Another
example of contraction.

pelado
Sp, a person of the poorer class; a nobody.
nounced pelao. This is a disparaging term.

Pro
(Bt)

pescuezo
Sp, neck. Used locally instead of cuello, the '
standard word'.
peso.
Sp, Mexican dollar, worth about twenty cents in
American money (June, 1945). American dollars
sometimes are called pesos.
(C)
petate
Sp, a loosely-woven straw mat, commonly used along
the border.
(Bt)
pial (m)
Sp, from pie (foot); a short rope; to tie the feet
of an animal. The English terms are tie rope,
hoggin* string, and piggin* string.
piala
Sp, throw rope or catch rope.
picale
Sp command, hurry; spur; prod.
we haven't all day.

Example: Pfcale,

pick up
(1) A rider who hazes or assists a bronk rider.
Sp term is padrino, literally godfather.
(2) a
light-weight truck.
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plough reining
Using both hands to rein a horse; the acceptable
method for driving a team of horses, but not the
- method to use on a cowhorse.
plum(b)
As an adverb,
(G says colloq
He is a plumb
interesting.
fence.

completely; absolutely; quite.
dial 1787, now obsolete.) Examples:
good fellow. The show was plumb
The horse is plumb tender about a

pocket
A corner in a fence, or any other inaccessible
place on the range.
poco
-

Sp, a small amount; little. Poco frio, a little
cool; poco pronto, pretty quick(ly); poco tiempo,
in a short time.

point the herd
Lead the herd; direct the herd. A point rider is
one of the men who rides at the head of a column
of cattle.
(A)
poncho
Sp, a blanket-like covering. The genuine poncho
has a hole cut in the center through which the head
of the wearer is inserted.
(A, Bt)
ponde
Sp, cpara dohde? (where to?)
poor man's blanket
The sun.
pore
The usual pronunciation of poor.
potrero
Sp, pasture.
potro
Sp, colt. If a distinction is necessary, a horse
colt is called potrillo and a filly is called
potranca.
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powders
Orders from the boss,
presidents
The term applied to local government officials in
the small towns of Mexico.
pronto
Sp, soon; quickly; suddenly,
proud to
Used in acknowledging an introduction.
I am proud to know you.
pulque

Example:

: •
Sp, an alcoholic drink fermented from the sap of
the maguey.

pulling leather
Holding on to the horn or some other part of the
saddle while riding. A bronk rider at a rodeo who
pulls leather is disqualified.
put your strings on
A command to rope an animal.
ymous with to get married.

,;

As slang it is synon

a

quarter horse; also, steel dust or short horse
Speedy, short-coupled cowhorse; now a distinct
breed.
Lque?
Sp, what. (1) iQue' dice? what do you say? (2) Ones
for que" es; what is it? (3) Queleaoe for que"le
hace; what do I care? .(4) <±Q,ue" pasa? ; what’s
going? (5) <iQ.ue/ tal?; how goes the world? what
success? (Bt)
quesadillas
Sp, cheese made from sweet milk.
are about the size of pancakes.

Quesadillas

quien sabe
Who knows? I don’t know. A very useful expres
sion w h e n one does not care to give a direct answer.
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quiere H o v e r
Sp, it wants to rain.
quirt
Sp, ouarta; a short riding whip made of rawhide.

. : s
rain •
• A shower is called a little dry rain, since none of
the canyons run water.
raise or raised instead of rear
Example: I wasn't raised to do that kind of work.
ramada
Sp from rama (branch or limb). An improvised
shelter or shed made of tree branches. Sometimes
called rumada.
(Bt)
ramrod
Foreman. A railroad expression used to some extent
in the cattle industry. Heard once or twice in SC.
ranahan
A top hand; a good cowboy.
nate a Texas cowhand.
(A)

Used locally to desig

ranch
Sp rancho, extended and used as a verb and as a
noun.
range
(1) Noun, open country where cattle graze. (W)
(2) Verb, to graze cattle. Example: Smith ranges
his cattle on the west side of the Santa Ritas.
rassle
To throw animals; to bulldog; to flunk animals.
From wrestle.
rat dance
A slang expression for a barn dance or a country
dance.
rawhide
Noun, the hide of a cow or a steer. In pioneer
days, strips of rawhide were used to make ropes,
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hobbles, bed springs, chair seats. It is still
used to patch saddles and other articles around a
ranch.
As a verb, rawhide means to tease.
reef
To spur. One of the many nautical terms used in
the cattle industry.
remnant
The cattle not found when the herd and ranch are
sold; any cattle missed on a wide-scale round-up.
Gathering the remnant after a big outfit has been
sold takes many months.
remuda
Sp, remudar (to exchange). Cowmen use the word
to mean the extra mounts of each cowboy herded
together and driven from one round-up came to
another. (A)

Z~

repress.
Sp, tank; dirt tank or reservoir.

(See dirt tank.)

rest your saddle
An invitation to get down and stay awhile.
riata
Sp, reata (a rope made from rawhide).
ride close to the saddle
Sit tight; ride carefully with the legs tightly
clenched against the horse’s side.
(A)
ridin’ herd on
The care of; guarding.
means courting.
(A)

Ridin’ herd on a woman

riggin
Saddle or the leathers attached to the tree,
right smart
A long distance. Example: It’s a right smart ways
to the ranch from here.
riled
Angry; stirred up.

Slang.
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pinching (rinsing)
These errors in pronunciation are not vd.despread.
rim-fired
A saddle with one cinch which is placed far to the
front.
rim out
To climb out of a canyon or a valley; to climb to
the top. Example: Jim rimmed out on that ridge over
there.
rincon
Sp, corner. It has been extended to mean a se
eluded or inaccessible place.
(Bt)
ringey
Angry or nervous. Said of a horse that has the
nervous habit of switching his tail and moving his
head from side to side. Also called a ring-tailed
horse.
reached mane
A clipped mane, usually clipped Mexican style; that
is, the mane is left two or three inches long and
not clipped even with the neckline.
•
roan
Sp, roano or ruano (dappled). Used in various
color combinations such as grey roan, blue roan,
or strawberry roan.
rodeo (pronounced rd^di-o)
Show or contest at which cowboys take part in riding
and roping. The big rodeos now feature many added
attractions of a spectacular nature.
rope
One of the most important pieces of equipment on a
ranch. It is made of many kinds of material— hemp,
cotton, rawhide— and serves for many purposes.
rough string
Bronks or semi-wild horses. On a round-up these
"bad ones" are either all given to one man, a pro
fessional bronk rider, or each man gets one or two
in his string. If the regular cowboy has one of

these ’’rough mounts,” he rides him on circle or
when there is no special need for a trained cowhorse.
rozadero
Sp, fender or wide leather shield sewed to the back
of the stirrup leather.
rumpucheon
A made-up word which is synonymous with cowpuncher.
running cattle
(1) Actually chasing cattle.
(2) Ranging cattle.
Example: He has a forest permit to run two hundred
head of cattle. We are running our cattle on the
mountain range during the summer.
running iron
A branding iron made in the form of a straight
poker curved at the end. Any brand can be made with
this iron.
(See stamp iron.)
runt
As a noun, used for any animal that is undersized.
W gives runt in this use as Scotch dial. Runtifled
cattle are cattle, especially calves, that have
failed to recover from the effects of a drought.
rustler
An example of a word that has undergone a change of
meaning. Any animal that is a good provider for
himself is called a good rustler.
S
sacale
A Sp command meaning, take it out. This expression
is used by both Mexican and American cowboys.
sacate
Sp zacate (hay or grass).
sacaton
•
Sp zacaton; literally, a large zacate or grass.
Sacaton is applied to a particular kind of grass
that grows in tussocks in the lower lands. (Bt)
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saddle
A depression in a hill or ridge.
sag.
A slope. Example: He,1s going down a sag.
San Juan’s Day
: Sp, Saint John’s Day, June 24. This is the day on
which rain is expected. Rodeos and horse races
usually are held on this day.
saloon
Bar. Saloon is used often.
used by old-timers.
(C)

The word bar is seldom

salty (adjective)
Showing fight or aggression. YJhen the word is used
in speaking of a man, it means he is a good hand;
of a horse, it means he is a hard buclcer.
Examples: "He is as salty as Lot’s wife." "He is
as salty as Utah." - A
salud
r*
v Sp, health.
sashay

Used in drinking toasts.

. ;
To move about; to glide; to move to and fro. This
is a corruption of the French word chasseT Iff lists
it as slang U.S. Example: He sashayed him (bronk)
around the corral.
(C, 0) Also a familiar term
in dance calls.
(W)

savvy (from saber, via sabe)
Knowledge, from Sp saber (to know). Example: H e ’s
a cowman who has lots of savvy. Jack’s a hand
what savvies.
scooch (sorooch)
Crouch or squat.

Reported in eastern Maine dial.

scratching and raking
Synonymous terms which-mean the act of keeping the
feet moving in a kicking motion when riding a
bucking horse.
(A)
seco (a)
Sp, dry.

Carne seca is another name for jerky.
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sech
The usual pronunciation of such.
segundo
Sp, second. Used as a noun for straw boss or
second in command.
seguro
Sure; surely; certainly. The word is used to em
phasize sureness. Used mostly in the phrase,
"Seguro que si." Example: Are you going with us?
Seguro que sf (yes, you bet).
settin' on his arm Said of an amateur who mounts a horse incorrectly
by putting one hand on the horn and the other on
the cantle. This method of mounting marks one as
a tenderfoot. It is awkward and dangerous.
Almost all western horses start walking as soon
as the person starts to swing on, and if the hand
is on the cantle, one loses his balance as he re-r
leases it to swing over.
set up a horse
The act of stopping a running horse; teaching a
horse to come to a sliding stop on his two hind
legs. Rope horses are always trained to stop in
this manner. If a horse braces himself in stopping
with his front feet, he jolts the rider and throws
him off balance.
shade up
Said of cattle that are lying in the shade.
Example: Cattle shade up during the middle of the
day this kind of weather.
shank
The part of a spur to which the rowel is fastened,
she stuff
A name which includes all female cattle. Example:
Mexico has passed a law so that now you can’t
bring any she stuff out, so I ’m buying Mexican
steers.
shed
(1) Verb, to get rid of; to sell; to lose the
winter coat of hair.
(2) Noun, small building
such as a cow shed, water shed (country that is
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drained into one main canyon - W). Examples:
Better get shed of them yearlings before prices
go down. The horses are shedding off.
shell, or a shelly cow
A thin, old cow that is sold for canning meat.
Example: Get rid of the old shells this fall.
short handed ■
Without sufficient help.
short handed last fall.

Example: We had to work

shot-gun chaps
So-called because sewing the outside seam together
all the way down the leg made them look like the
twin barrels of.a shotgun with a choke at the
muzzle.
(A)
show
Used by cowboys instead of rodeo,
shrinkage
Amount of weight lost by cattle in shipping; a
percentage of the total weight claimed by a cattle
buyer. If the cattle have been on feed and water
until the time of weighing, the buyer asks for a
shrinkage, usually three per cent of the total pound
age.
. ;
- ;
SI

Sp,.yes.; Used as often as yes.
siesta
Sp, a noonday pause; rest; a short sleep. Siesta
is used frequently, especially during the hot
weather.
(Bt)
sierra
Sp, mountain; well known.
sinkers
A slang name for biscuits.
slaunchwise
Slantwise. This expression has not been found in
any dial lists.
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sleeper
A calf that.is earmarked in the owner1s band•but
not branded. Later when the calf is old enough
to leave his mother, he can be branded for the one
who sleepered him and the earmark changed.
B y .earmarking the calf for the rightful owner,
the thief can leave it on the range and the owner
believes that since it is earmarked, it is also
branded.
slick
An unbranded- calf; also called slick ears,
slick off
To shed the winter coat of hair.
grass makes cattle slick off.

Example: Green

slicker ..
Rain coat; also called fish, because the popular
yellow oilskin slicker has the picture of a fish
for its trademark.
slow elk
A euphemism for fresh beef that properly belongs
to someone else and that was killed without the
owner1s consent. From this practice came the
expression, "You have to go away from home to
taste your own beef."
snaky or snakey
Easily frightened; mean.

(A)

snapping broncks
Synonymous with breaking bronks.

(A)

snorty
Nervous; jumpy. Probably used because a horse
snorts when frightened. Example: Old Red is acting
kind of snorty this morning.
(Colloq., W) 0 gives
"in a snorting manner from snort of a horse; v.
to make a loud sound especially when excited or
frightened."
snuffy
Another expression for nervous; spirited;
Said of cattle and horses. 0 lists it as
annoyed or displeased, from to snuff, and
include the meaning of nervous or jumpy.
ing to P it means drunk.

wary.
meaning
does not
Accord
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snub
To tie something close to a post or saddle horn.
A sea term borrowed by the cattle industry.
snubbing post
A vertical post or a pole in the center of a corral
to which an animal can be snubbed.
(A)
soga
Sp, rope. Soga is used in a general sense to de
signate rope. However, it seems that some persons
use soga to mean a loosely-woven cotton rope.
Mecate (rope) is a better-known word among Ameri
cans.
sombrero
Sp, hat. Used to designate the Spanish-type hat
(the charro hat), or in slang to mean any hat. A
'
cowman usually calls his own hat a- John B. (Stetson)
son-of-a-gun
Polite name of a very famous stew. It is made of
the brains, sweetbreads, heart, liver, kidneys, and
other choice pieces of freshly-killed calf. The
stew also is called "Gentleman from Texas,”
"Forest Ranger," or by the name of a very unpopular
local person.
Sonora yak
A Mexican saddle made in the state of Sonora,
sore-footed
Said of an animal whose feet have become tender
from walking in rough, stony country.
sorrel
A reddish-brown color. Used as a noun in talking
of a horse of that color. Example: You can ride
that sorrel.
sorry (adjective)
Applied to persons and animals that are of an
inferior type.
(W, Colloq.)
spade bit
A bit with a piece shaped like a broad screwdriver
on the mouth bar, three or four inches in length,
and bent backward at the top. Seldom used on
horses now.
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spell
Time; period.
this spring.

Example: Yfe had quite a dry spell

spilled
Thrown from a horse.

(A)

spilled a loop
Wasted; did not make a catch.
splitting the hreeze down a draw
Riding rapidly
spooky
Nervous; easily frightened.
horses.
(A)
spread

Said of cattle and

.
A ranch, together with its buildings, cattle, and
employees.
(A)

spuds
Potatoes; reported in Minnesota dial.
used in SC.
spurs

Frequently

- ..
..
Essential equipment. The cowboy uses them as h e .
does his reins, as a reminder. Spurs are of many
types and styles. Each man chooses his spurs as
carefully.as he does his saddle. At different
periods in the history of the cattle industry
certain styles of spurs were popular.
The University of Oklahoma is making a collec
tion of western spurs, and several pairs of spurs
worn by famous Arizonians have been given for this
collection.

squared around
Straightened.
squatter
^ , .
One who settled on government land.
squaw hitch
A knot used to tie packs on animals. The more
common hitch is the diamond hitch. It produces
upon the top of the pack, when completed, the
figure of a diamond.
An ordinary knot is tied, but a diamond hitch
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always is spoken of as "throwed," because a rope of
forty or fifty feet is thrown back and forth across
the animal as the hitch is made. - A
stag
A male animal castrated late in life.
stage
Bus. Auto Citizen Stage is the name of a bus
company in Nogales, Arizona.
stake
An unqualified gift.
stake out
To picket an animal.
stampede
Sp, estampida (the running of wild cattle or
horses from fright). Used both as a verb and as a
noun.
Stampede is becoming a figurative expression
since the days of the big stampedes are over. The
word is heard now to describe the rushing of people.
A cowman back from a trip to New York City said,
"1 couldnt take it; people were just stampeding all
the time; it was dangerous to walk on the sidewalks.”
station-wagon cowboy
A contemptuous name for a dude wrangler.
steeples
Staples for barb-wire fences.
stock
A shortened form of livestock used in many com
pounds : stock horses, stock saddle, saddle stock
(riding horses), stock tanks, etc.
stockers
Cattle required for building up a new herd. Good
young-cows and heifers are listed as stockers in
the stockyards in the market centers.
stocking
White markings on a horse's legs that extend above
the fetlocks are called stockings.
(A)
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stomping ground or stamping ground
Home; hangout.
stopped like a cutting horse
To glide to a graceful stop.
stove up
Crippled; stiff. A very common local expression,
especially for a temporary lameness or for stiff
ness of the joints. This use has not been found
in any dictionary; but stove is listed as the
past tense and past participle of strave (to push
in or dent), a Scotch and dial expression.
stray
An animal off its home range; a stranger.
suavy
Sp, suave (pronounced soo-ah-vey); fine; excellent.
This expression is directly from the Sp, and is
not used in the sense that suave, the one-syllable
French word is used. The word as now used is
different in meaning from the Sp definitions.
Example: iQue" suavy!
(How fine! How wonderful!)
sure enough! how come?
This expression is comparable in meaning and in use
to the trite expression, “Really, how interesting."
surdo (from Sp, zurdo)
Sp, left-hand, left-handed.
suerte
Sp, luck; chance; lot. Examples:
suerte. Y/hat mala suerte!

I ’ll try my

swale
A hollow, damp place; a marshy depression in a
tract of land. 0 says origin unknown.
swamper
A helper, especially an assistant on a freight
wagon. Example: John is my little swamper.
W gives, "2. One who does odd jobs about a
place, especially a saloon, b. California. One
who walks behind a horse truck loaded with logs
and applies the brake. 4. A rear brakeman." (0, C)
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T
tailing
The throwing of an animal by the tail; also called
tailing down. If the. animal is snubbed with a
rope around his neck, his breathing is cut off and
it is comparatively easy to pull him to his side
by pulling on the tail.
(See colear for the method
of throwing a running animal by the tail.)
(A)
tailing up
Lifting weak cattle to their feet by their tails.
(A)
tail pulling
Thinning out the hair of a horse *s tail to give it
a lighter and dressier look.
(A)
taken

- ,
Past tense of to take. Example: I taken my saddle
off and put it on the peg.

taller
Tallow; fat.
tamal

-

tank

:
.
Sp, a common Mexican food made of corn ground (usually in a metate), flavored with chili, mixed
with meat, rolled into a pasty loaf, wrapped in
wet corn husks, and baked. Americans call the
singular tamal, tamale, and the plural is usually
tamalis. "Hot tamale" is a common expression
or exclamation like "Hot dog."
’
Sp, estanque, tanque.
container or pond.

Any fairly large water

tapadero
Sp from taper (to cover). A stirrup cover. The
shortened form, taps, is the one most frequently
Used. :
.. .■: .
:
tapaojos
Sp, cover eyes, or blindfold. A blindfold is used
while mounting a bronk or a mean horse. When the
rider is seated securely, he pulls the blindfold
away from the horse’s eyes.

/
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tarp
Shortened form of tarpaulin. Any piece of canvas
is called a tarp, but it generally refers to the
piece in which a cowboy rolls his bed. A cowboy’s
bedroll is not complete without this tarp.
tasajo
Sp, jerky; dried beef. Most Americans use the
word jerky, but the local vaqueros call dried beef
tasajo.
tejano
Sp, Texan; spelled by Americans, tehano. Used as
often as Texan. In Mexico an American-made stock
saddle is called a tejano.
temporal
Sp, temporary. However, temporal seems,to mean a
dry farm.
(Bt)
tequila
An alcoholic drink; by Americans it is the best
known of the four common beverages of Mexico—
pulque, mescal, tequila, and sotol.
(Bt)
throat latch
The leather strap fastening the bridle under the
horse’s throat. (W)
/
throw, throwed
Used figuratively in the following expressions:
throw cattle together (round-up); throw cattle
„ into a pasture (drive.them in); you’re welcome to
throw in with us (join us); don’t throw off (don’t
fail to do your share); he was throwed off his
horse (he was thrown).
throw rope
The rope used for catching animals,
tied to the ground
Dropped reins. Well-trained cowhorses will stand
if the reins are dropped to the ground.
tie hard and fast
A term meaning to tie one end of the throw rope to
the saddle horn when roping stock. A man who*uses
this method is called a tie-man. He must be sure
of his horse and of his ability to handle the
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animal on the other end of the rope. If he gets
into difficulties, he can not let the rope go as
can a daily-man.
time
Wages.

Example: I ’ll give you your time.

tierra
Sp, land or country. Mexicans always refer to a
certain region of Mexico and not to the nation in
general. When talking of their country, they may
say, "Sonora es mi tierra," (Sonora is my home).
tight rein
Hold the reins firmly. The following advice was
given to an amateur after he was thrown: "Hold a
tight rein on a pitching fool. A horse can’t pitch
if his head’s up. He can only crowhop."
tisuih (teswin)
■ Sp, a home-made alcoholic drink. It is very mild
and is served on fiesta days as Americans serve
punch. S lists tesguino and teouin as a drink
served by the Tarahumare Indians.
to ride along with
.
Go along with; figuratively, to agree with. A
..... ... stronger statement is, "He’ll do to ride the river
with." According to Ramon Adams, this is the
highest compliment that can be paid a cowman.
"It originated back in the old trail days when
brave men had to swim herds across swollen,
treacherous rivers. The act required level-headed
courage, and as time passed, this phrase meant
that the one spoken of was loyal, dependable, trust
worthy, and had plenty of sand."
tooth
To look at an animal’s teeth to determine his age.
To float an animal’s teeth is to file them down.
A-wolf tooth is one that is out of line and tears
the flesh.
top horse
The-best horse.
top off
To ride first; to take the rough edges off a horse.
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top out
To come to the summit. Examples: Bill will top out
on the hill over yonder. He topped out on the
ridge to the right.
topping the bunch, or, topping the herd
Selecting the best steers, calves, or stoclcers.
Cowmen try not to sell to buyers who top a herd,
because the culls left are difficult to sell.

toro
Sp, a bull. Toro is commonly used as a synonym for
bull in informal conversation.
(Bt)
tortilla
A very.thin, round piece of dough. There are two
kinds of tortillas: (1) the corn tortillas made of
ground corn, and about the size of a large pancake;
(2) wheat-flour tortillas which are much larger
and much thinner.
...
tostdh
Sp, a slang name for a fifty-cent piece.
tote
To carry a load.
ascertained.

0 says U.S. colloq., origin un

tournament
A cowboy game. As he rides at full speed, a rider
gathers onto a stick small rings which are
suspended overhead at intervals. This game is still
..
played occasionally.
track
To follow. Many cowmen are expert trackers and can
follow a cow or a horse by this method. To cut for
tracks is to examine the ground for tracks.
(VI)
tripa
Sp, tripe. The tripe of a beef is used in making
menudo. Tripas de leche is the marrow gut.
turd muckle dun
Nondescript or a dirty-looking dun; manure-colored,
turk’s head
T%ie button or knot on the end of a throw rope. The
look is on one end of a throw rope, and the turk’s
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head is on the other end. This knot may be called
a turk’s head because the strands are woven back
and forth and then drawn tightly together. The re
sultant knot probably looks like a tightly-wrapped
turban to the imaginative eye.
W says, ,,3. Haut. A knot of turbanlike form
worked on a rope with a piece of small line."
turn in
Go to bed; retire.
turn to and help
To apply one’s self to work.
turn up dead
,
To be found dead. Example: Old Tom Jones turned
up dead. Another expression is to turn up missing,
meaning to fail to show up, to be absent. C lists
this use.
Example of local use: That line-backed steer
turned up missing.
twitch (noun)
A small loop of rope with a stick through it. The
loop is placed vertically around a horse's upper
lip and then tightened by twisting the stick. A
very cruel method, but necessary on some horses as
it is the only way they can be controlled.
(Y7)
U
uncork
To buck.
uncorkin' a bronk
To ride a bronk until he stops bucking.
unhook

.
To unhitch a team.

1

vaca
Sp, cow.

Used in informal conversation.
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vacada

'
Sp, a herd of cows. This word is not used by
Americans as often as are other Sp words.

vamos
Sp, let’s go. Corrupted into vamoose and va
moosed; and used also as a command meaning to get
out.
t

vaquilla
Sp, yearling heifer.
vaquita
Sp, a small cow.
vaquero
The word comes from Sp vaca (cow, with the suffix
ero) and means one who herds cows. Locally vaquero
is synonymous with Mexican cowboy.
varsoviana
Also called "Put your little foot." Some places it
is called "Put your little foot down." A very
popular dance step.
The Varsoviana, the Schottische, and a polka are
usually danced once or twice in an evening at all
local dances. These dance steps have always been
popular with cowpeople, but now the dude-ranch
owners are the persons who are interested in having
these tunes played. They lend local color.
venado
Sp, deer.
vent
Sp, venta (sale). When used as a noun, it is called
a vent brand and it means a smaller duplicate of
the original brand.
As a verb, it means to place this duplicate
brand on the animal to show that it has been sold.
The vent brand takes the place of a bill of sale.
W says, "2. A brand indicating the sale of the
animal branded, sometimes a special mark, sometimes
a bar across the seller’s brand. Western U.S.
. Vent, v.t., to cancel by a vent (brand), Western
U.S.”
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veo
Sp, I see, from ver (to see). Example: Veo three
more venados (I see three more deer).
verdad '
Sp, truth. A well-knovm word in almost all the
.Southwest.
vinegaron ;
Sp, vinagre (vinegar). Vinegaroon Arachnid - a.
large, black, hairy spider.
IvivaI

.
Sp, live. IViva el (la) ______ I is shouted at
celebrations by Mexicans, especially if the cele
brations take place across the border.
.17

wagon boss
. The round-up boss; the foreman.
wait on
Wait for. A general colloa expression common to
many sections of the U.S.
wall-eyed
Said of a horse with the -whites of his eyes show
ing; also a horse with “glass” or blue eyes.
wants
A colloq expression common in Missouri, Oregon,
and other sections of the country. Want is used
without an infinitive. Example: The horse wants
in. The cat wants out.
wash
A dry creek; a canyon. The word is pronounced
warsh by many persons. Example: Look out for them
dry washes in the summer.
waspy
Very thin.

A waspy cow is thinner than a gant one.

watering stock
Driving livestock to water; or pumping water for
the animals.
,
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water witch
A green peach or mesquite twig., (See W)
wauxie-jawed
Crooked. This expression is heard, also in the
Middle West.
weaners
Calves old enough to leave the cow. Calves usually
are sold at the age of six or seven months. Those
retained by the owner as stookers are usually left
the same length of time with the cows.
weedy
Said of an animal suffering from the effects of
loco weed; locoed, or crazy from eating loco.
what went with
Where did it disappear? Examples: -What.went with
the kid? Say, what went with my hat?
white faces
A good grade of Hereford cattle.
whoa
•'

Stop. A command that even a badly-frightened
horse often obeys. (VZ)

widow woman
.
Widow. Reported.in dial lists from the southern
states.
(VZ, chiefly dial)
wiggle tails
Tadpoles; any little, fish-like creatures -in water.
(C, W, dial)
wimmin folks
A collective noun used to designate all the women
present. Example: The wimmin folks will bring the
food.
Another collective noun is home folks, used to
designate old friends or persons with similar
tastes. Example: Only home folks.are invited to
the picnic.
wing fence
A fence on each side of a corral entrance which
is used as a lane into which to drive cattle.
(A)
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wing gate
A gate that opens into the wing.
wish book
A mail-order catalog. The general mail-order
catalogs, and especially the ranch supplies' cata
logs, are important to ranch people.
working for the bank and boarding himself
Said of a man who has a large mortgage on his
ranch.
wrangler
,
The man in charge of the herd of horses on a round
up is known as the horse wrangler. A cowboy hired
to escort dudes on horseback rides is known as a
dude wrangler.
"The word wrangler is probably from caballerango
which is now obsolete even in Mexico." - Bt
Y
yegua
Sp, mare.
yerba
Sp, grass. There is a ranch in SC called Yerba
Buena. Locally both Mexicans and Americans use
yerba to mean grass, and sacate to mean hay. Bt
lists yerba as a weed, plant, or herb.
yardage
The cost of holding cattle in the stockyards at
the market.
young nubbins, or, young buttons
Young boys.
yourn
Yours.
Z
zanjero
Sp, one who has charge of letting water into
various canals.

zebra dun
A dun horse with a black line down his back and
black line part way down each shoulder.
zoquete
Sp, block; an ugly little person

